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INTRODUCTION

One of the educational developments witnessed hi the 1970s, which has permeated ev
classroom and school district across the.nation, has been the gradual increasing
reliance on testing instruments rather than teaclier judgments as sources of inforn
ti'611 for student placement and assessment_ Indeed, teachers face a constant tens
between validating their perc.eptions of their studenW progress and that reporte
on standardized achievement tests. Until the'testing developers can provide more
curricularly tailored tests, teachers. will have to dearwitli assessment procedure
with which they may be Ifamiliar and/or reluctant to implement.

1

This trend is most conspicuous in the areas of second language instruction, where
diagnosis of student ability in various aspects of language ptoficiency has becom
an essential part of bilingual and.English.as a second lanuage (EM,) programs.
However, one of the most universal concerns for teachers '16 these programs has be n
their.developing disaffection with assessment progedures and the student evaluati ns
for which they are subsequently held accountable. Nevertheless, teachers have be n
called upon to administer measures with which they frequently are not familiar,
which may nbt relate to the course of study as they have prepared it, and which m y
appear culturally or curricularly inappropriat:e.

The arettof the assessment of oral language proficiency testing for limited nd

non-English-speaking students is one Which has primarily developed in the last 10
years, paralleling the development of insttuctional methodology for.bilidgual edu a-
tion. It is ncteworthy that when bilingual programs were first federally sponsor d
in 1968 there were very few tests which attempted to assess elementary students'
command of spoken English. What was in.existencé'prOarily.focused on assessment
instrument's for the acquisi'tion of oral English in adults.. In 'response to a dema d
wh.ich seeMed to develop overnight, test developers.struggled to provide instruc-
tional persimtnel with adequate measures. This created a situation where there we e
many newly developed tests on the market, but their appropriateness.for assessing
specific fUnctions rarely emanated from teacher decisions, rather front decisions f
psychometrickans outsidetthe realm of clas*rOoms. Teachers then found themselves
required to administer cAtain tests in which all of the followotng 'might obtain:
(a) the children lacked test-wise.skills, (b) the teacher,s were unfamiliar with t e
test, (c) the teachers had no input into' test.selection or adminiAtrationo (d) th
teachers could never use the test information collected, (e) the tests had.littlel
curricular'relevance, and (f the tests had little cultural relevance. In apy ofl

these situations, it is evident.to.see why disaffAtion on the part of instructioktal .

personnel with regard to assessment procedures 'and pr4ctices has developeth

The most efficien't ivy to tackle this problem is for instructional personnel to
develop competence in the areas of'testing, testing development, and test interpreta-
tion. Teachers must know hov tests are &el/eloped, what they can actually measlire,
what eitrapolations fromAhe tests.are warranted, the deficiencies in tests, and,
moreover, why :it rs necessary to use testing instruments for assessing students



rather than some.other form of assessment procedure. Unfortunately, most teacher

preservice progtams cannot expand their nlready crowded curHcula 14ith additional

courses on testing.
.

,
. ,

It is because the istie of assessment is so important and relevant to the issues .

confronted by today's educators that this monograph was-develqped. 'Essentially, it

providles instructional personnel with the necessary background information for

making informed choices in test selection and test interpretation. It addreltses

those issues which practitioners have consistently posed: What do tests really

measure?. What type of stddent is this test appropriate for? Can I trust the test?

Will my students be adversely affected by taking the test? What can I learn from
-

the test about my students? -By providing the answers to these questions it is hoped

that some of the mystique slirrounding testing will be eliminated for instructional

personnel. This monograph, then-, is very timely in providing this basic introduc-

tion in test develOpment and application.
Ar

,

.

.

This Guide also serves.two other purposes: ,(a) it elaborates on the definitions for

such concepts in" bilingual and ESL piograms as "language dominance" and "language

proficiency" and (b) it reviews tests in an annotated format. Terms such as profi-

ciency and dominance have been so popular in current programmatic use that they have

escapad consjstent definition. Language proficiency in one district may be language

dominance i'il another. By providing an operational definition of language proficiency

and contrasting it with the definition oflanguage dominance; this book bridges the .

gulf betwe n current research in second language acquisition and the application of I

this knowl dge to the classroom.
.

Finally, this monograph reviews those tests which have met with the most widespread

usage. In annotated format: each test is reviewed with a croSs-reference to.those..

specific areas where the test may be-limited. This review i-s unique from others

recently published.in that it describes the tasks involved in the-assessment pro- ,
cedure, or-theostiimulus to which the student is required to respond. This feature ,

makes it very usabole for instructional personnel by providing them with a better

idta of'what tasks are required for tests they may be selecting for programmatic

use.

In conclusion, A Linguistic Guide 'to English Proficiency Testing in-Schools flils a

critical void in the professional development of teachers of limited and non-English-

speaking students: It provides the essential backgrOund information on testing.

.-ineeded by today's educators, it addresses the latest issues in bilingual and ESL

education, and it provides a very useful annotated list of tests in use. For the

inservice and professfonal development of teachers; the book serves a practical and

commendable function.

Bea Arias
September 1979
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Part One
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY.TESTING IN SCH6OLS

The student population in'many U.S. school systems these days includes students

frbm diverse language and cultural backgrounds; many.ofkwhom are native speakers
of languages other than English, and who varY widely in their ability to use English

in a school Setting. 'TeacherS and administrators in this situation have a recog-
nizedresponsibility to identify students wbo have limiced proficiency in English

ahd find out how well each student is able to use English for placement in an appro-.

priate instructional program. But, despite.widespread agreement on these goals, no
consensus currently exists on answers to certain crucial questions. what sort of

language ability is sufficient to enable a non-native speaker of pglish to get

along in an English-speaking classroom, and what indicates a lack of that ability?

'How can we find out jcist how yell a student cab use English, at.a given time?

It s ite of the present lack of consensus, there is some research which can,form a

preli dary basis for an s to thes'e questions. Purthermore, there are many

teachers and other peopl rking in schools whose experience has provided them with

at least parti,41 answers. .ere is also a large,and growing number of language .

assessment instruments being made available to schools, which promise to assist the

schools in identifying and placing students of limited English-speaking ability.

School systems,.under pressure to demonstrate that student placement is based On

some reliable and-valid measure of language abilify, frequently face the problem of

choosing.a test to use. This problem is oompounded by the facetligt there is a

great deal:of variation among currently available tests, in terms of language con-

tent, the ty"pes of language tasks involved in their use, scoring,procedures, and

ways to interpret scores.

This Guide review; a number of these tests and reports on a linguistic evaluation of

their-TiTign and content as well as introduces essential concepts in language test-

ing. Since several publications are now available which provide psychometric data

On tests, evaluation of their cultural appropriateness, and/or evaluation of -thqir

prhctical usefulness An a school setting, we will not include those considerations

in our reviews. Insteadwe will try to provide information about available tests
which previous catalogues do not contain: .

In one way or another, the tests
produce, understand, and/or use
as a discipline, deals with the
provides an important'framework
do what they claim'. The present
test items, the nature of tasks
items are to be judged or scored
of evidence from linguistics' and
it is used and how it is learned

Kinds of Language Tests

we reviewed Claim to assess students' ability to

language correctly or appropriately. Linguistics,
structure, use, and acquisition of language, and

for evaluating whether, and how well, language tests
review i.,s based on an analysis of the language of
in tests, and the manner in which responses to test

. Given this analysis, we evaluate tests in light
related disciplines about how language works, how

vor

The language tests under discussion are generally used in schools to serve either or'

both purposes of: (a) identifying students with limited English proficiency and/or

(b) placing students in an a0propriate type or level of instruciional program (e.g.,

°'
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bilingual instruction, MIL, or a regular English-speakiit classroom). Test devel-
opers make different ,claims for what type of information their tests wit} yield
a6out students'jangwige abilities. Most of the language tests wehart considered
are claimed to asSess students' language proficiency, bilingual dominance, or both.

..
An English language profici.enfy test is designed to provide an answer to the ques.
tion (roughly put): How.well does the student know English? English proficiency--
what it is to "know" English--As given Aifferent operational definitions in each
theoretical, historical, and legislative ccintext; Reflecting various notions of

\ what constitutes language proficiency, different tests are designed to assess stu-.
, de$its' skills .in certain aspects of ladguage use% Most tests of language proficiency
involve-the comprehension and production of oral language. Some also include,a
component for-testing written language skills. In any'given school situation, the
apparent value of a test will depend in part on whether the-teq-effectively assesses
that array of language abilities that the school deems crucial to students' success .

in an English-speaking classroom,. Lately, educators have spoken of the ':four skills"
composing English.proficieney: speaking, listening, reading, and writing. While we .

recognize th t proficieficy in each of. these skflls is ultimately e+ential for suc-
ces,s in Ogli-h-speaking classrooms, we intend to focus on the oral/aural'skills of

Tspeaking and 1istening. These are primary, in that they constitute the basis on
which he literacy skills of readipg and writing must, be built, and in that they
must f rm the basis of any reasonable-definition of language proficiency. An Mit-,
erate iative'English speaker is simply' illiterate:, not unproficient at English.
Hericefo ward, when we speak of language proficiency, language dominance, etc., we
will Mean oral proficiency or dominance.. The reviews that follow will, for the most
part, cover only those tests or parts of tests which claim io assess speaking and
listening ability. . There,_we will touch on some of the issues involved in testing,
particular, language abilities.or skills as a measure of,oral language pioficiency.

The question of language proficiency is frequently approached through ihe notion of ."

,languag& dominance. A student's "dominant" language is sometimes determined on the
basis of use patterns (e.gL, the language of the hodie, the language most often
spoken, etc.) in accord with state and federal legislation, and this method (which
often yields conflicting results) of determination is increasingly supplemented with
a test.of dominance. A test of bilingual dominance is generally designed to deter-
mine which of two languages students know .better/leSs. Superficially, it might
appear that ddminance can be ascertained without simultaneously determining hoW well-

students know each language. For example, the dominant fanguage coirld be determined
without determining overall language Proficiency by comparing students' control over
some small sample of each language like a'list of words. The trciuble with this

idea, however, is the ineacapable passibility that students Might perform a limited
task (e.g., naming pictures) better in language A than in language B, but, under
ordinary circumstances; may be better at speaking and understanding language B than
language W.' Unless the task in a dominance test yields an indicator of students'
overall ability in each language, the test may fail 'to indicate langu#ge dominance,
(if, in fact, students even have a single dominant language). Thlis, for language

testing, 'the question of dominanceis actually a question,of students' relative
overall proficiency in one language as compared to others. Some issu.es pertaining

to dominance testing will be discussed later.. .

There are a few tests which claim to assess students' "fluency" or "language facil-
ity." However; fluency and language facility are.gpien no technical definitions
which.differentiate theM from lariguage proficiency. The methods used to assess
fluency or language facility are the same as those used in some language proficiency
tests and, in practice:tests which claim to measure fluency or language facility
appear to be used as language proficiency tests. 6

Some tests are presented as tests of "achievemen .' Of course, achievement can mily
be measured in terms of progress towara some sp ffied goal. Generally, acnievement



is measured in terms of mastery of specified currfculumhobjectives, as in an ESOL
program. In those cases, the value of an'achievement test as a measure of students'
.overall English ability depends partly on the value of.thetcurr#Culum. A test based
on a particular sa of curricilum Objectives will measure overall English proficiency
only insofar as those objectives actually comprise whatde is to-lnow English, and\
those obj'ectives reflect the order and patterns in which_ Engli0 is naturally
acquired as a seconchlanguage. A'cohsiderable amount of research indicates that
children acquire the graMniatjcal structures of English in,a systematic, regular wak,
but

(
the order of acquisition so far has been documented for only a limited number of

grammittical morphemes. Research has not yet established an overall picture of the
English acquisition hierarchy in sufficient detail to serve-as the basis for an
entire.ESOL curriculum. On the other hand, due to the time lag which often sepa-
rates research findings and their practical application, most ESOL curricula pres-
ently do not even-reflect the considerable evidence which already exists for sequence;
in the acquisition proces. In general, we can-expect that achievement tests base4
on a list of.specific curriculum objectives will be of limited value as tests of.
overall English proficiency.

Some tests, finally, claimr-to be "diagnostic." A test is diagnostic if it gives
qualitative and quantitative information regarding students' language proficiency..,
A diagnostic test must do more than assign students o some category (e.g., oneof
several different levels of English proficiency) on the basis of how much Englislk_
they know; it,must also yield information regarding aspects of the English lingUfst
tie system student do or do not control. A diagnostic test will be more useful ar
aguide for language instruction because it.determines precisely what students do
not know, and only from that information catNwe decide precisely what needs to be
taught. A test of language proficiency or bNngual dominance may or may not be
diagnostic.

What Tests Test: Aspects of Languag4.

A test uses,a number of different methods to assess figlish proficiency, and each
test's methods vary accerding to the component of lan uage the test selects as
representative of the linguistic system.

Every spoken-language has a' universal framework of prop rties, or components:
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, forms of discourSe, 4nd rales #or use. Together,
these pmponents comprise the linguistic system of a language, and the different i

aspects of the system form a hierarchy of levels so that units at each level are
organized into larger units at the next level. Thus, the soundssof English are
organized into wordsf words combine into grammatical structures which are orgahized
to express various meanings, and utterances are used systematically in social situ-
ations--

In general, when language is learned in natural social situations (i.e., in the /

absence of formal instruction), the whole.of a language system is acquired in' mean-
ingful "chunks" as communicative situations require or permit. In acquiring overall
control of a, linguisticsystem, the learner is gaining control of v,arious subsystems
which can be analytically separated: pronunciation (phonology); the grammar proper
(syntax);4the vocabulary (lexicon); patterns of discourse beY/ond the'sentence;
meanings associated with the grammar, vocabulary, and patterns of discourse (seman-
tics); and the rules of use (pragmatics).

Phonological Characteristics of English. pifferen s between sounds may signal
differences in meaning in some languages. Where soun listinctions function to
differentiate meaning, speakers of the language tend to perceive "different soUnds."
For example, the soUnds of v and b constitute a functi nal contrast in English
becduse'they serve to differentiate.between the spoken words drivel and dribble,
vest and best,'etc. These two sounds-do not distingUish between any such wotd,pairs

at



in Spanish, and so are not functionally, different in that language. Similarly, a
native speaker of Oapanese may have difficulty in hedring or producing the distinc-
tion between the sounds of r and /--which.differentiates English words such as right
and lightbecause this distinction does not serve to differentiate any words in
Japanese. Conversely, there are sounds that do not differentidte any words in Eng-
tish, but do in fither languages. The sound of * in skull is acousticallY and per-
ceptually differwit from the sound of k in ski, hut this is a difference that is
ignored in English. On the other hand, a.Turkish.speaker would quickly perceive.the
differenoe-between the two sounds, because in'Turkish these two sounds alone can
serve to distinguish between different words. A person acquiring the phonologic0
system of a new language must learn to ignore certain differences among "spoken

sounds, and a.the same time to perceive and attend to certain other differences,
which are important to understanding the language.

The Vocabulary of, English. The ranguage,learner must learn the meanings of'words,
and how meaning is affected as words occur in different contexts. Words such as
nouns or yerbs might'be learned explicitly as vocabulary iteMs, but "function" words

(such as articles, relative pronpuns, and conjunctions), which indicate,relationships
among other words in a sentence, must be acquired as part OfFthe process of learning

to construct sentences.

The Syntactic-Semantic System of English. Learninithe syntax and semantics of
English involves learningpow words are organized into Meaningfulsentences and
tliscourse. The syntactic-semantic system distinguishes a 'mere list of words fromha
grammatical, meaningful sentence of English. In learning how to make an English, ,

sentence, the language learner must master the grammatical relations which hold

within sentences.,,Students must learn, for example, (a) the different forms which
pronouns take as /Subjeots or objects (he vs. him, I vs., me); (b) the grammatical

processes underling t4 structure of sentences (forming questions, imperative or

passive sentences); (c) how to form embedded constructions (e.g., relative clauses:
The man [who is] near the:door is my brother or sentential direct objects: He expects

me to read this whole book, He knows [that] we'll be /ate); and (d) how to control
grammatical relations which occur among different sentences in discourse (e.g., pro-
nominalization or cases of ellipsis where ten and I'm ten [bLit not am ten] are gram-
matically acceptable responses to a questiOn like How old are you?).

A

The Use of English .in Different Contexts. Ehglish sentences must be more than
Meaningful and grammatical. They must be approPriate to the particular linguistic
and social context in which they are used and communicate the speaker's intended
meaning in that context. 'In learning the conventions which govern spoken English
discourse, students come to understand how Jinguistic forms which are identi'cal in
content and structure can convey various meanings in different contexts.

Recognfzing/the interaction-of language forms and context is a linguistic skfll'
which ig'4Undamental to understanding conversation and to being understood. Anothet

related aspect of language use which miAt also be learned is how language can be
used appropriately and effectively to perform different functions which are often
highly specific to a given situation.

The interrelated aspects of language are all essential to the use of English, but
there are important differences among them in.terms of how they are learned and how
the rate as part of the overall knowledge of English. There is research evi-

nce that the acquisition of grammatical structure by children learning Eriglish as

a second language is moresystematic than the learning of other aspects of the lan-

guage; there appears to be a xegular pattern to 'the acquisition cif English structures

by children of diverse backgrounds mid diverse English-learning experiences. In

contrast, how children acquire phonology, vocabulary, and the functional use of
English is more likely to depend on the learner's natix-ie language, culture, individ-
ual experience, and the nature of explicit instruction received.

4
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The acquisition of English grammar, then, is the most regular, systematic, and pre-
dictable aspect of the language-learning process. This mirrors the fact that, among
the various aspects of the English language -system, the grammatical system is most
ul,iformly shared by all English speakers. That is, the basic syntactic ltructures
of the language are least likely to vary among speakers of'different social class,
age, sex, or ethnic or regional background, and are less likely to vary over time,
or in different situations of use: Each of these factors, in contrast, tends to 4

influence a-speaker's pronunciation of the language, and tiwocabulary controlled.

The problem for tests of language proficiency iS hovrto gain ajess to'students
knowledge of the overall linguistic !iystem. In general, the strategy that test
developert take is to evaluate students' control over one or tWo pf the four aspects
of the linguistic system, on the assumption-thatstudents! proficiency in those.
aspectS of the total language system is representative Of oVerall ability.
.

How Tests Work: Kinds of Language Test Tasks
\

.

Another point of difference among tests is their method of assessing students' Con-\

trol over,the. aspect of languagp which they select to measure. Different tes

involve the student in one or more,of the following types of.tasksz
V

.Answering questions about pictures, about a disc.ourse, or general questiOns:

Describing,,or telling a story about, pictures, objects, places, or people.

Paraphrasing someth ing which is said.

Grammatically Manipulating sentences--changing tense Pr number, conjugating

verbs, changing sentence form, ett.

Completing cloze passages or sentences.

Repeating words, sentences, or stories.

Recalling words from lists of words, gwrally presented in two languages.

* Discriminating between words.

O Pointing to or. marking pictures, words,- sentences, or objects which correspond

in some specified way to an oral cue.

*Naming objects in pastures or in the phYsical. environment.

o Performing cdmmands.

All of these tasks involve sttklents in oral language processing or production, or -

both. A few tests include tasks which also involve students in reading, as for ,

example, a test which requires students to Select, from among several written sen7
tences, one which corresponds to an orally given se2tence cue. Following, we will

discuss and,evaluate specific tests in terms of the aspects of language they seek to
Measure od how they.seek to measure them, and in terms of. the tasks'the impose.

IsgurgN TEST EVALUATION

t

The tests to be discussed claim to measure.English language,pro cienv:'..lhe crucial
question.to ask of any English language proficiency test is whet r-it'doek:Whit it

claims to do, which is a question about test validity. In evaluat fdStS-, :. the

question of validity is by far the most important and complicated.

There are various ways to pose the question of test validity, and varioUs ways to

evaluate it. Most commonly, claims of test validity are .supfiorted by certain types
of experimental evidence from stuaes conducted over a period of time. Studies

conducted to validate language proficiency tes s are commonly designed to demonstrate '..i

that (a) a test accurately predicts some indepindent, but prdsumably relevant aspect c'

of students! future performance (e.g., subsequent scores on standardized achievement
J
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tests or success'in an English-speaking 'classroom as judged. by a teacfer) and (6) the
test.yields results which correlmte highly with the results of some other tests or
assessment:procedures whose validity has presumably been independently established.
Test makers may be expected to provide data Trom such studies in support.of claims
'that a tesi validly measures language proficiency. When such data is provided, t
`sh6t1(1-1* Carefully examined and,valuated before,using the test.

.

Note, howeAr,- that this type of experimental evidence alone does not directly assess
whether a.test actually measuresproficiency in or'control of a given language: 1

Rather, these.prediction And sprrelation studies merely allow us to infer, with
..- .greater or lesser confidence,%at the.test actually measures 1anguage,profi6.ency.

Whether or not-we-can pur faith.in S'uch an inference, in any one case, depenas on the
*relevance ok the validation studies to.the agsessment of.lapguage proficiency, on our
confidence in the research design ahd procedures of the studies, and on the accumu7
lation of empirical evidence.from the stddies.

Our review evaluates tests analyt catly rather thakexperimentally. We.ask certaint
relevant'questions of a test, and (we seek answers 13)/ examining its design,...Whtent,

.

and procedures, rather than by drAing inferences bout language ability from experi- ;

'mental obseriiation of behavior that. (presumably) depehds.on that abilit?! What makes
this approach relevant and'essential iS. the fact that`every.Englist Language profi-
ciency test reflects--implicitly or explicitly--a particular notion of what it is to
"know"-English, and that notion in each case mus1 be subjected to evaluation. A .,

ldiutuage proficienq test may be viewed as an instrument which sets up an operational
definiitioh for something called language proficiency.. Since what counts as" language
proficAeAcy mitght be conceptualized,differently by diWerent test mmkers,'.it is
important to Ak whether the notion of language proficien y embodied in a particular
test ds appropriate for a given purpose (e.g., for asses ing how werl a child speaks
English in order to provide the needed instruction). Further, given a particular
test which .embodies a particular notion,of what abilities constitute proficiency in,
English, it is important to ask how adequately the items on the testsample those
a6ilities--how well performance on the test represents control of those abilities.

,

;Answors to these questions eMerge from linguistic (and psychometric) analysis of
'test4. In the case of language proficiency tests, lingustic analysis is aldoubly
appropriate tool for evaluationt for both the theoretical construct which the tests
aye intended to measure and the methods for measuring that construct A.re linguistic
.in nature. Our discussion is based on analysis of the language content of tests and
bf the nature of linguistic tasks involved in them. Given:this analysis, tests are
evalua;ed according to what is known about the system and structure of language, and
'about how children learn language. Thus, this evaluation rests.on a theory-based
understanding of how language workssand of the language component the tests are
designed to measure.

For purposes of this review, two assumptions'are made regarding the question of-test
validity: ('a) each partidular task iMposed is an appropriate one for assessing
control of some specific aspect of language and (b) the demonstrated knOtiledge of
those specific agpects of language-covered by the test indicates the level of overall
language ability. If either of the two assUmptions fails to be true (wholly or.in
part), then this damages ihe test's claim to be.a vglid measure of overall language
proficiency.

Our assessment of test validity consisted of a linguistic analysis of a test's item
content (including thp strategies for scoring performance) and a comparison of the
oveAll design of the test with the major components ofilanguage as a structured
system of communication. A linguistic analysis can, where tppropriate, serve to
raise suspicions about test validity by exposing cases of confouhding* (assiAmption

*Confounding simply means that,a test item or.task that has been designed.o measuie
knowledge of, or skill in, same specific aspect of language, might, in reality, ba
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"a") and by providihg evidence that certain aspects of language frequently meagured
4oli proficiency tests ao not provide good indices of overall capability (assumption
"b"), For each validity criterion, we present examples drawn from tests now on the

Wmarket or currently used in schools; of how particular test tasks can either succeed
or fail.

Another area we examinclAconcerning test validity (in a sense),is the extent to which
a test claiths-to elicit "hatural" languagelanguage which meets the requirement of
daily use. Perfofmance on a proficiencY,test should be a measUre of.4anguage comPe-
tenée and not merely 4 measure of tgst-taking ability. Tasks poseton language
proficiency'tests should--as nearly as possible--match theconventions and require-
ments of ordinary language use. Artificial rules and req0irements that may serve_the
purposes of the test may also serve to make the test language unlikelhe language of
everyday communication.

Finally, we raise a further issue i the evaluation of tests, one which haS.less to
do with purely linguistic analysis than the first twd, buf which depends more on
research in language acquisition. tAssuming we know-what features sonstitute impor-
tant parts or aspects of language, how are these acquire& by a second language
learner? If there is a generalizable sequence bf progress in leal=hsig English as.a
second language, how do we test where an individual stands in this sequence?

6

DEFECTIVE TEST TASKS

Some Defects of Item and Task Design

Tests that Require Litqracy Skills. Several of the oral language pr9ficiency tests
'We reviewed contain subtests that are explicitly designed to test reading writing ,' C*sindi

abilities. Tor example, one subtest of the Short Test'of Linguistic Skills* s ' -

deSigned to assess English listening ability, but the tasks entail (a)--selecting a .

'word given ortlly from.a written, multiple-choice list of three. words;- (b)/writing a- ,
dictated word, phrase, or sentence; and (c) writing certain items.which require '

English spelling and wtiting ability (e.ge, print the word animal and underline all
the Vowels). The Robstown Oral Language Inventoryalthough a different kind,of
testalso has the same problem of confounding oral proficiency with literacy. Tiiis

test requires students to answer questions about whgn and whert they 'use English aT
Spanish -(e.g., What language do you Speak at home?. When you-diWam, what language is J

,

spokerr in your dream?). ;these questiong are asked orally of younger children, but
older Students (Level 2 of-the test) must read them, (so obviously something more is
reqUired than the,ability to understand, and rply to .spoken English questions.

Both tests also contain subtests of Spanish proficiency with the same "confounding.
Spanish reading and/or,writing ability is required to perform the test task success-
fully..

By making these criticisms,, we do not intend to diminigh the importance of literacy
skills in language proficiency; they ire merely examples where literacy is included
as a part of an assessment of something elSe. Because of the way the tasks are
designed, the items.are tapping.mere than one performance objective, and respons4 to
the items depends.on the ability to perform in at least two skill areas.

V

measuring some different knowledge'or skill. erformance on a confoundeclj tem or
test task might depend on one's skill in what Ahe item of task was designed to test;
however, it might also depend--wholly or in part--on one's skill in some.different
aspect Oflanguage.

*All tests mentioned in this discussion are further ideneified in Part Two, where
comments about specific testspay be found under the names of the tests; which are
arranged in alphabetical order. '



Tas4s that Roduce,to a Vocabulary Test. Many tests include a tasic where stUdents
must identify a pictuN corresponding to a phrase or sentence which has.heen,given

0
orally. With prok design,Algis sort of foi'matmight be emplowd,to testwhether
students can correctly process"ind understand.the structure and meaning of a spoken
expression. In'mariy cases, however, students can.chooSe the correct pictere by
understanding a single crucial word in the stimulus expression.p In one item of the
Language Assessment Battery., the orat slimulusis The cat and three kittens .tre
playing. Of fEe bhree picaires from wirich to-choose, only.one contain a cat; the

other two show different obrects. The item does not test understanding of the stimu-
lus sentence as q whole, because by4undertanding only the word cat, the correct
picture coufd be. chosen.. In another item.frôm'the same test; the stimulus sentence
is The puppy is following'the -girl. The three picture choices show a girl-with a-
puppy in her arms, a girl with a puppy.following.her, a girl with a puppy between

her. feet. By understanding the,single word'foIlow, the ct re could be correctly
identified. Note what might happen had one of the.picturea,siown a girl Ibllowing a

puppy: students would have to-distinguis6 between a girl foTlowing a puppy and a,
puppy following a girl, and consequently would have to understand the.stimulus
sendence, 'rather than just one word;

The Shutt PAmary Languar Indicator Test raises very similar issues. On this test

students identify picturea corresponding to.what the examiner says. Some.of the
items containiextended expressions or Compicated structures,'like What you would get

if you asked for a vegetable. HoWever, students could.possibly get this item correct
by recognizing the single word vegetable and identifying the corresponding picture.
This iteiliL like a number of Others on the Shutt test, may not necessarily assess
comprehension of extended expressions, but may just asSess votabulary.knowledge.

To identify test items of this sort, siiityly"ask, AWhat kind of knowledge would be

required to get this item right? Do studen& have to understand the entire expres-
sion, or is it sufficient.to understand one or two words?" if it is enough to -
understand a word or two, then the item cannot claim to solely assess studentg'
ability to undecrstand an extended Phrase or sentence.

The Crane Oral Dominance Test is another instrument that priMarily measures vocabu-

lary knowledge. The t&rmat of this test ia unique among those reviewed, since it
involves a'meMöry task. Eight words are presented orallifbur in each language--
then students reCall the eight words. If more Spanish hiprds are recalled, students

are considered Spanish dominant,. and Likewise for Englisft.. The test claims to assess

what language students "think".in,,but it seems eV:sr that this is predominantly a'
vocabulary te.st, beause students will have a much better chance bf recalling known

words than unknoWn ones.
,-
,

It relevant to ask Whether or not it is bad for a testaito measure only vocabulary.
We are aware that there is much more to language than knowiot words. The ability to r

ynderstand and properly bse extended expressions is--in Some Waymore central to
lariguage proficiency;.however, the question of how wefl moc,abulary tests measure
overall ability remains. We will discuSs:this at greater length later, since thia

seems to be a controversial issue.

Notions of Linguistic Complexity. ..Mlany language proficiency tests require oral

responses. Frequently these spoken responses are scored according to their."com-
plexity:" Students get more pointsand a higher proficiency score--for producing
"more complex".answers.. Categories of linpistic complexity are provided as an aid

to ,scoring. A typical hierarchy o£ categories is that of the Test of Grammatically

Correct Spanish/English: cliuse-fragment (dne point); simple sentence.(two points);
simple sentence plus--includes compound-subject% and predicates. (four points)"; com-

pOund sentence (six points*); tomplex sentence (eight, points*); and compound-complex

sentence (ten points*). .

. ,

*Personal communication from Margarita Lopez de Mestas, Coordinator, Bilingual.Educa-
tion Project,'Les Cruces, New Mexioo Public SchoOls

i
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11 hierarchy of complexity, this seems reaso able from a lingui5tic point

n particular, it makes sense to say that th number of clauses and how

ranged is one important factor contri utin to the lingui*tic complexity

ce. However, there are also same prob wtth this hierhrchy. Chief

As scoring any,ielause fragment,below any complete sentetice. Some clause

re perfectly natural responses to questionsand require as-much linguis-

ge as a full sentence response!. 1;or exaMlole, Playing cards with my .

just as naural:a reply as./ am pdaying cards with my friends in response

tion What 'are you doing tonight? Furthermore, one must know exactly wheYe

ssible to omit "I am" and where it is not. If the question had been

g on tonight?, "I am" could not have beetromitted. So, although the frag-

se is superficially-lea complex than the .complete sentence response, the
use of fragments may indicate at least as much English proficiency 114 ,

'of full sentences. .

For the same reason, We should not score compound subject and pxedicate sentences as

less complex than compound sentences John cooked the eggplant and Harry ate the

eggplant is no more complex lingOstically than John cooked, and!Harry ate, the egg-

plant.

. .

Another pfoblem with,the above scoring procedure is that it is not always easy to

separate simple from complex sentences, because.it may not be a clearcut decision"

whether or not a given sentence contains a sUbordinate clause. For example, some

linguists regard all infinitive expressions.as subordinate clausel.and some do not;

controversy surrounds thi's issue. Sentences that may contain 'subordinate clauses, .

but do not obviously do so, include: John had his pocket picked last night, You

should come see the new car I bought, A man happy in his work ie a productive employ-

ee, and I anticipated John's asking .for a raise.

The Del IUo. Language Screening Test uses another sort of hierarchy to determine

sentence complexity: (a) sentences with transitive verbs, are more complex thah those

with'intransitive9; (b) sentences with more auxiliary verbs are more complex-;. (c)-

questions are more complex than assertions; (d) negated sentences are more complex'

than positive ones. From a linguistic point of view, these factors may,indeed con-

tribute to complexity, but other important factors are ignored. For example, the

failure to consider clauSe structure as contributing to complexity leads this test te

claim that the followingptwO sentences.are approximately equal in complexity (though.

unequal in length):' I like ice cream, I want to go 'to school to'see my friends.

On intuitive as well.As linguistic grounds, the latter sentence is much more complex

than the foimer. Tests that score students on complexity of fesponse seldom consider

factors beyond the length or structure. of 'sentences.

The Ott Test of Oral Language provides a complexity hierarchy based on sentence

structure. The scoring instructions state' explicitly that two responses in a given

category do not count the same as one response in alligher category. So, a response

consisting of two prepositional.phrasescounts the same as a one-phrase response;

likewise, two simple sentences score the same as one simple sentence, and therefore

less than a complex sentence. In some cases, this soo'ring strategy will cause the

wrong evaluation of Students' language abiliti, because there may be inferential

rplations between tWo independent simple sentences that are as peal and,complex as
,

the structural relations between two classes of a complex sentence. For .example, the

statement Jehn went to the store.because he wanted to buy some bread expresses a

causal relaelonship between two clauses. But the two sentences, JOhn went to the

store. He wanted to buy some bread, imply the same causal relationship, and merely

reprsent the use of one linguistic mechinism rather than another to convey the

information. There is no prineipjed reason to regard the second example as less

complex than the first.

ts
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Tasks that Are Deficient in Principle

The previeqs examples are cases of faulty items or task design which caused particu-
14ar paAslbf tesfs to fail to reflect the structure or organization of language.
\lbere are, however, some test tasks which-LbY Vieir natureare of-limited useful-

.

nes% in assessing overall language proficiency.

Mimicry. Several of the 'tests we reviewelt use an oral iiiiipicry task. Basically; the
-task requires students to repeat exactly words, phrases, or sentences spoken by a

, test administrALI. The obvious probrem with mimicry is that it does not,correspond
to aO skill nectsshry for dailly use or langdage for communication. In the tests we
reviewed, the mimicry task was used either as a means folo eliciting a speech sample

' on whIch to as§ygs pronunciati-on*'-or as a means ot asliessing ability to process,
-r6member, or coffiprehend sentences.

lbe mhhicry task cannpt provide-a direct measure of compreheliSion, since.we Gan 1
imitatemore or less precisely-4u number of things that wecannot understand.
The ability to mimic speech well isnQt t,he same as the ability to process and com-
prehend language; if .it were: parrots ould be.proficient English speakers.

.

Tests that rely on pure m imicry to asseSs-Sentence-processing ability are relying on
a connection between understanding an'a memory. In psychological exneriments, it has
been shown that a person can perform better at.remembering a sequence of elements.
when those elements are organized into a single,.larger unit. It is easier-to rememr
her a five-letter word-than a meaningless sequence of five.letters, and easier to
remember a seven-word sentence than to remember those same.seven words'in serambled
ordef. According to this principle, students should perfombetter arretheMbering
and repeating English sentences ifthey are unclerstood as sentences rather than as
meaningless. groups of words or--worse yet--as meaningless sequences of(:sounds. Two

sections of the Dql R4o Languaie Screening Test apparenitly rely on this principle.
This test states tiatIr.::Ta chira'usually cannot repeat:a syntactically complex
sentence which is beyond his linguistic competence...";.this is probably too strong a
claim, but illustrates the test makers' adherence to the above principle.

, There are three problepis wX this sort of.tes-t: (a) It is possible to mimic exactly ,

sentences not understood or not understood well, mid this factor Cannot be ruled out
in any particular student's performance. Furthermore, one student may be a better .

mimic than another and so will'do better on this sort of-test, even if both students
are, in fact, equal in language ability. (b) Research has not established whether,
or how much, partial knowledge-of a system aids a persbn in remembering.units of that
sykstem. Such research is required before we can infer that a student who knows a .

little English has a better chance of remembering,English sentences thana student-
tTho,does not know as much hnglish. This is a reasonable assumption, tait should be
carefttlly investigated before it is used as the basis for proticiencyhtests. (c)

. Mimicry tests, such as the Del Rio and the MAT-SEA-CAL bral Proficiency'tests,
require exact mimicry. Paraphrase is counted wrong (MAT-SEA-CAL,Examiner's Handbook).
Likewise, one section of the'Nort4western Syntax SCreening Test cdunts a paraphrase
wrong-if it has the effect of altering or eliminating the particular syntacti,c
element that,the test item intended to obtain. But if these tests-intend tO assess'
sentence processinpor comprehension, there is no reason to score close paraphfases
wrong. Students who make a small change in what is heard, leaving meaning intact;
have probably understood the stimulus sentence. n fact, making a meaning-preserving
change perhaps provides better eyidence of unders nding than evict mimicry. For ".

example, a student who hears He looke'd up the address.And repeats He looked the
4

*Tests employing this strategy are the Harris Articulation Pest, the Ott Test of
Oral Language, the:Skoczylas Phonemic Unit Production Test, sections of the Miligaukee
ESL Achievement Tests, the Language' AssessmeAt Scales/ and the MAT"SEArCAL Oral Pro -
flciency Test.

1
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addres9 up probably has not'misplaied a word, but most likely applied the rules of

English to produce a grammatical, "synonymous version of the stimulus sentence. It is

oven possible/That uch paraph rasp responses are mure likely in the dominant .language

than in the scondah-y one, since tudents are Ynore likely to control Such synonymous,

stylistic variants in the bettjr known language. Tests that require exact mimicry

predict' the reverse: in the don nant language, a person should produce fewer varka--

tionS from .exact,.word-fOr-wordjrepetition., ,
0.

. . .

Passive Comprehension. t In tryfag to determinz whether a child understands a particu-

hir lingmistic. form or.structi0-!., a test.can either attempf to.get children to pro-
duce.the structure in appropfOte yircumstaaces, or it can attempt to get them to act

Appropriately .itCresponse ke 'hearing thy structure. With tbe katter strategy, it is

usuallyyery'difficult te hp/sure the children contsol tIM.particular struture in
quit)stion,. even when respondihg appropriately. , For example, in one iteni of the Lan-

gpage Assessment Scales, sti dents mu5t choose the correct picture in response to the
. .

passivil sentence The forks re held by both children. , Only one of the three_pictures

shows two chigdrea with So s, so it is possible to get this item right IV simply
.

combining the words.15oth allid forks. In any.one case, we cannot be sure that a cor-

rect response to this iten'indicates control of the English passive construction.*
If we wish to test for colItrol of some specific'structure or expre;.;.sion of English

(or any other language), t is better to try. to get the structure actually prouced.
ilt may well be unwarranttJ to infer that a particular 'Structure is controlled merely

because the response is ppropriate.

1

Inferring Lack of controfi from Lack of Performance. Some of the scoring schemes

used on 'tests occasionally run attul.df the problem that lack of knowledge cannot
be inferred from one or a few instances of lack of performance. In the Test,of
Grammatically Correct Spynish/English, for example, points are awarded according to

the.particular form students eject to use (e.g., person-marking, plurals, contrac-
,

tions, prepositions). Failure to use the scored items does not, however, indicate

that they are not known or cannot be used by the students. A randem factor is intrb-
duced into the final test score because results depend, in part, on what students

happen to say on one occasion. Sfmilarly, the Ott Test of Oral Language awards more
points for production of a compound or complex sentence than a simple sentence, 'and

more points fora simple sentence than a phrase. llowevbr, students might produce
peffectly natural, correct answers to the test stimuli without ever producing a

complex sentence. (Indeed, we know of no,,Lnglish question'whose only natural answer

is a full, complex sentence). It is not legitimate to conclude that students Cannot
produce complex sentences, when they have not been asked a question that naturally
requires a complex sentence answer. While.the El Paso Oral Language Dominance
Measure is attractiy as a dominance or proficiencyAest, it is somewhat less useful

as a diagnostic.tool.' This test induces a variety of English syntactic and morphol-
logical structuies (though the test materials do not.specify exa,ctly whit structure

eta'.11 item is intended to elicit). In scor-inA responses to these items, the test
avoids'the erroneous scoring strategy,previously. crWcized by allowing'any gram-
matical and appropriate response as a correct answer. Although generally a good
scoring strategy, it produces prAlems when we_attempt to determine whether a child
controls particular English structures, since appropriate answers are possible that

do not contain the particular structures that the test intends to elicit. We cannot

assume that failure to produce those structures means no control of them. Before

tlie El Paso test could be used with confidence for diagnostic purposes, test items

would have o be designed much more carefully, to focus on specific linguistic .struc-
tures or expressions. .

,*The'test materials do not claim that this item assesses control of pagsive construc-

tions; in fact they never specify what striicture is tested by any item. However we

may assume that a passive stimulus sentence is intended to test control of passive

conqtructions.-
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Self-Reported Data. The authors of the Spanish-English Dominance Assessment-rest
state explio4t11 that an alisumption underlying the test-is that children Lire ATJ to

assumption, it is justifiable simply to ask children what language1

report accuratel on what language they.speak in particular social situations (Ma
ual). Under thi

n-

they speak in given situations. Part of the Spanish-English Dominance AssessMent '
Test is organized on this format, and a number o? other tests we rexiewed depend,
wholly or.in pail, on the validity of self-reported data.* These are tests that we,
term-Nociolinguistic questionnaire," which seek to determine language proficiency
r (more .often) language dominance by gathering-socibfogical information about'per-

son anguage use, rather than attempiling to determine language ability directly
througi lihguistic tasks. For a givenflanguage, these tests might ask: Who do you

speak the language,to? Mho speaks it to You? Do Parloug Yelatives and friends speak
the language? Where do you speak the language? Do you, your famiTyf or your friends
listen to music or radio, Watch movies or TV, Or read newspapers or magazines in the
language?

.

There
4
are four problems with the sociolinguistic test format. First, tests that ask

children whethenthey speak English or mime other language in partitular social situ-
ations ass,ume that all the children will be consciously aware that.they control two
separate and distinct communication systems; but some young children who 'may be awara-
that they speak differently.to different people and in different situations,may not
-be explicitly aware of the différencq_between the two systemS, or of the names of the

two systems. So, some young childredimight speak English in situations where it is
socially,appropriate to do so, but might not understand what is meant-by suchaques-
tion. (We will discuss this point further in connection with a different.issue,.)

Second, a person's honest beliefs about where, to whom, how much, and in what soial
situations a given language is spoken may ligt match actual practice. There is con-

siderable sociolinguistic research literature that contradicts the assumption that
children can accurately report their language use. These studies call into question

the results of all the sociolinguistic tests we reviewed.

Third, children might knowingly give false answers to questions about their language;
for a variety of reasons. Children might report what the); think should be the case

or what they want the examiner ox school authorities to believe, rather than What is

factual. This problem may tend to arise especially in situations where use of h
given language is stigmatized (e.g., where it serves to idelitify a minority popula-
tion of lower socioeconomic status in a given geographidal area). In addition, there

is always a possfbility that older children, whb may know that their answers will
affect their placement in ESL or bilingual programs, may attempt to give answers that

place them where they want to be. Two of the tests we.reviewed, the Los Nietos School

District Language Dominance Survey and the Moreno'Quick Language Assessment Inven-

tory, contain questions about language use which are to be answered by the stucients'

parents. Obviously, the above criticisms do not wholly apply to these tests; how-

ever, it shopld.be noted that parents' responses--for a variety of reasons--Mai

reflect particular expectations, opinions, or biases which could interfere with.

'accurate reporting.

Fourth, certain sociolinguistic questions might not even have a clear and unequivocal

answer. How will.children determine in what language their mother speaks to them,
.tvhen she may speak different languageluader different circumstances or'tend to

*Tests we reviewed.that make use of this format (wholly or partially) ate the Brooks
Countg_Language Usage Inventorm, the Hayward Language.Dominance Indicator, the Lan-

guage Dominance Crieeria, the Language Dominance Survey, the Los 1Niêtos Language
Dominance Survey, the Marysvi.11e Teat of Language Dominance, the Moreno Quic* Lan-

a e Assessment Inventor , the Robstown Oral Langua9e InvIntory, the Skoczylas

Hbme ngual Uhage Esti te, and the Spanish-S Donglish m nance AsseSsment Test:



\

code-swItch (to speak both languages alternatively.in the course,of a single convex,-

satian or even within a single ,4ntence)

, .

\In connection with tests that include both a sociolinguistic section and a direct

i Measure of linguistic perforMance, one further probled existts in the comparison of

these'twb very different typeS of information. It is not,at all clear how, or evens

,whether/thei can bb compared. Some tests derive a total score for the two separate

sections,-and then simply add them to obtain an overall dominance score. This is

something like adding apples and oranges,.without some research'on how the two types...

of questions are to be weighted. Forexample, in determining language dominance.fhe
scoring procedure for the Brooks County Language Usage.Inventory makes the implicit.

prediction that being able to.identify a picture of a feather as a plums counts

exactly as much as claiming to use Spanish in the home. It is difficult to see any

basis for this claim.. This test and the Hayward Language Dominince Indicator both

add thelscores of soCiolinguistic sedtions to those of direct performance sections.

Two other tests, the Languag,7 Dominante Survey and tilt Language Dominanceltriteria,

are more careful in at least refusing to make any direct comparison of" the results of'

sociolinguistic and language performance sections.

DO SPECIFIC TEST TASKS DEMONSTRATE OVERALL LANGUAGE SKILL?

A number of te.st tasks do measure what they intend to. It is relatively easy to,

construct a test that measures vocabulary knowledge or correct pronunciation, and

very easy to construct a test that measures the number of words or sentenCes 'children

utter im response to a given stimulus. However, the skills measured by these par-
ticular tasks may fail to provide a valid indtx of overall language ability.

The Value of Vocabulary Tests

The widespread appeal of vocabulary tests probably stems from.the facts that thpy are

easy to'construCt and score, and that they assess one-of the most highlY visible,

straightforward aspects of language ability--knowledge of word meanings. Neverthe-

less, from a linguistic point of view, there are possible problems with vocabulary

tests as measures of overall language skill, since there is much more to knowing a

language than knowing words in that language. Vocabulary.knowledge is highly detach-

able from other.langbage skills. Memorizing a thousand common words of a.language

would probably enable students to do ratherwell on imple vocabulary tests, but more

immediately central to proficiency is the ability to form normal, grammatical sen-

tences.and to use appropriate expressions under appropriate circumstances. By simple

memorization, voCabulary knowledge in a second language can be increased Without

necessarily increasing proficiency in using the language for communication.

In defense of vocabulary.testsi it cduld be argued that second language learners do

not usually start out *by Memorizing a thousand common words; rather, they.begin by

learning a whole array of language skills--including vocabulary2:irid-Wt-i-Piffie61---

lar degree of vocabulary knowledge.usually indicates a sorresponding degree of pro-

ficiency in other language skills. Despite this probability, tests using vocabulary
knowledge as an index of overall proficiency are of limited value. Vocabulary is

more subject to variation than,any other aspect of langnige. It varies among

speakers of different ages, from different regions, and with different cultural

backgrounds. It is also more subject to change over time.

Constructing vocabulary tests that account for all this variability is difficult.

ibis is reflected by the fact that vecabUlary tests almost.always elicit content

'words (predominant'ly nouns, sometimes verbs', occasionally adjectives), and it is

content words that are most subject to cultural, regional, and temporal variation.

Vocabulary tests almost never elicit function words (prepositions, conjunctions,

pronouns),.which are more intimately associated with the grammar of a language. For

example, the vocabulary section of the _i.a1..:1__.'est_oflA.,1_tiasELPictotlalismandLanua

eo
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Development elicits nouns excluively. Hifteen out of 18 items on one test of k,eVel
3 of the tanivage Assessment Battery are nouns, and the remainiirg three are adjee-_
tives. ln onewoJailldraTonof the James Language Dominance,Tet, 16 of.20

/ items are lips, while four are pfesent participles describing actions (talting,
eating).

Based on the pfemise that if children do not know the common,wo4Ns of a language,,
they will nof know the.rarer ones, vocaltillkry tat constructors often try to sample 4
"core" vocabulary of comMon words. To identify a core vocabulary, test makers some-
times depend oil word frequency lists; the Language Assessment _Scales, for e
mikes use of the Thorndike and berg. word.trequency list, which was compiled in 1952
frOm 4 survey of Children's reading materials. ft is i'mportant to note that vocabu-,
lary tests that are based on such word frequency lists can'only be.fts good as the
lists themselves. As (if) the lists become dafed,.they may not accuTately reflect

. children's current gpoken language, which is what oral proficiency tests must assess.
Any differences between how children spoke in 1952 and how.they speak today would
work againstIthis kind of vocabulary test as an adequate measure of children's

.

present oral English ability.

In addition, it is difficult, or even dangerous, to claim that.any particular core
constitutes an adequate vocabulary sampling for all children. Vocabulary is that
part of language which-Talong with its other variables--is most subject to individual
variation, most dependent on what experiences the individual happens to have had.
Since the words a child knows will always depend, to some extent, on idiosyncrasies
of the child's history, poor performance pn a particular set of "core" words does not
mean lack of general vocabulary knowledge (and thus overall language proficiency).

Some vocabulary tests do not claim to provide an overall measure of vocabulary knowl-
edge, but merely to provide a comparative vocabulary measure for two languages. This
is the claim made by the Spanish-English Dominance Assessment Test and the Pictorial
Test of Bilingualism and Language Dominance. These tests elicit names of objbctstor
actions) in Spanish and English. If more Spanish than English words are produced,
this is taken to indicate Spanish dominance, and vice versa. This format avoids the
previous objection that if children do not know a word bemuse they have never
encountered the object it names, then that word counts neither for Spanish nor English
dominance. This kind of test, however, can run into the problem that vocabulary is
ften culturally oriented. For example, a bilingual Mexican Amer,ican adult reports
that most of the Spanish words he knowS are associated with cooking, while most of
the words associated with cars, auto parts, etc:, are English--reflecting details of
his particular background. Unless cultural domain is taken into account, vocabulary
tests run a risk of beink seriously biased toward the language associated with the
domain they represent. The Spanish-English Ddminance Assessment Test contains a
vocabulary test focusing on the kitchen and the yard; this would yield biased results
for children who Speak Spanish in the contest df the home, but speak English away'
from home. Such children would naturally .know more kitchen and yard words in Span-
ish., yet they might know more English words ip other domains, and-in fact be as pro-
ficient in speaking English as Spanish:

The Hayward Language'Dominance Indicator allows more leeway, elticiting Words associ-
ated with the kitchen, street, store, school, and doctdr's office. This is a fairly
wide range of domains, but the test authors do not claiM to have checked lhether
bilingual children in their school district tend to.speaktnglish or Spanfsh in each,
of them. (There is very Little explanation or rationale provided with the Hayward
test. ft is possible that the authors did attempt to balance domains in which Span-
ish is likely to be used with those in. which English is more likely.) The Pictorial
Test of Bilingualism and Language Dominance was apparently more carefully constructed.
Using a test group of Mexican American migrant.children in Texas, the authors
included Only items known in English and Spanish by at least 50 percent of the chil-
dren, and for every item known by moite children in Spanish than in English there was

14



an item known by.more children in English-than in Spanish. This seems to be a clever
and offective way to balance a vocabulary test for cultural domains. However, this
test would have to be reconstructed and recalibrated for use with other cultural
(e.g.) CUban children in Miami) or language groups (e.g., Italian or Chinese chil-
dren).

Our basic criticism of vocabulary tests as measures of language proficiency, is.that
a child who is proficient in a language will certainly know many words, but a child
who is not proficient may still know a good number of words. Simply knowing words'

4

does'not/ivarantee a functional knowle ge of the structure of ailanguage and conven-
tions.fur its use. Thils, if a vocabillary test errs, it will be more likely to err in
overestimating the -prbficiency ¢f a child who, for example, spqaks English poorly.
This is exactly the,error one does not wish to make, because.it has the effect of
denying special eduCational help to some children Who may need'it.

The Value of Phonology or Pronunciation Tests

Phonotagy and pronunciation tests do not assess overall, linguistic competence, and,
as faints we know, no one has claimed that phonology/pronunciation tests provide
adequate mewfures of overall language proficiency. Rather, these tests claim to
assess only one component of oral language skill. Many tesfs are constructed fairly
carefully on linguistic principles to testcxhe ability to produce or distjnguish

.phonological contrasts characteristic of a given language. Tests of English phonol:-

ogy are-frequently deSigned to include English contraeckA.,and sound tombinations which
do not occur in Spanish, and therefore are often difficurt for Spanish speakerv
learning English. The Language AsSessment Battery iequires children to distinguish
betwten y versus j, sh versus ch, th im (as in the) versus th 01 (as in three),
among others. The Skoczylas Phonemic Unit Production Test grades children on pronun-
ciation of th in that, sh in she, ked [ktj in liked, ng in running, a in fat, etc.
Other tests (e.g.., the Test of Grammatically Correct Spanish/English) elicit chil-
dren's speech and grade it for something they vaguely term "correct" pronunciation.
Apparently, this means how closely children sound like native speakers in the impres-
sion of the scorer.

If such tests measure only phonology or pronunciation and warrant no inferences
about overall language skill, then their value depends' on whether or not it is useful
or important to assess children's phonological knowledge or pronunciation skills per
se, and whether test instruments are required to make this assessment. For educa-

tional purposes, it is certainly necessary to determine whether students' pronuncia-
tion of English allows them tq be understood. However, any teacher who speaks
English can make this determination without employing a sophisticated phonology test.
Such tests may provide more detailed analyses in assessing pronunciation of certain
SOunds, but there is some doubt whether this kind of analysis, is really useful in
assessing English ability, since any one mispronunciation is not very likely to
impede communication. A child who says A chip with tall masts flOated in on the tide
will nof be misunderstood. It is only when mispronunciation becomes global.and
severe that communication is threatened, and a child's ability to get along in an

English-speakiiffaassroom is placed in jeopardy.

The detailed phonological diagnosis some tests make of students' speech production or
perception might provide informtition that a teacher can use to help students with
specific pronunciation problems. If the test shows that.a Vietnamese child does not
produce word-final consonants in English speech, then the teacher can focus on that

particular problem. The Ott Test of Oral Language explicitly claims to provide such
diagnostic input to English'teaching. This,sort of information night indeed be one
useful feature of phonology/pronunciation tests, but past a certain point, there is a
question of how much instructional time one would wish to spend en phonology. If

pronunciation is understandable, then there are probably more important aspects of
language to.work on. It will be difficult, time consuming, frustrating, and probably
unnecessary'for students to try to produce native-sounding pronunciation.
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Illt iIt is certainlyine ary to determine whether pronunciation can be unddrstOod; how-
ever, it is doubtful Whether the detailed analysis provided by these kinds of tests

is necessary to make this gross judgment. Furthermore, it is doubtful whether one
would want to use the detailed analysis'in making finer-grained judgment4 abopt ,

iinguistic ability. Detailed analysis mfght help teachers focus on a particular or
acUte pronunciation problem, but this, too, might be f mixed blessing if it over- '

emphasizes.pronunciation and neglects other aspects of language.

Measures Of Linguistic Creativity

Some test items fequire studtnts to exercise Some degre ,44.1.....14nguistic imagination by

describing som ing or answering open-ended questions.t This i. not ehtirbly unfair
on language pro lciency tests, since these demands are,reasonably.natural lingui tic
skirls which students might have to use outside the testing situation. But, all uck
items--to some degred--measure.a skill beyond simple language knowledge in that t ey
also test creativity, imagination, and willingness.to extrapolate frOm known facts,
in the.context of the testing situation.. Whether thesb linguistic "creativity" items
really assess language proficiency, or go beyond it, depends on,how much extrapola-
tion is demanded by the item and on how the resdlts are,scored.

Before we discuss particular tests that make greateN,or tesser demandS on a child's
imagination, we will present one argument for why it migiit be dangerous to place
too heavy an emphasis on linguistic creativity as a measure of language ability.
There is well-known (if anecdotal) evidence for two distinct types of second language
learners: Risk-takers and conservatives. Risk-takers are readily willing to speak

. the second language and to make any number of errors, as long as they can make them-
selves understood. Conservatives, on the other hand, are much less ready to speak in
the secondlanguage unless they are reasonably sure that what they are going.to say

,

Will be gramptically correct. Furthermore--and moseimportant--this distinction
does not necessarily correlate with how well a person speaks the second language.
Conservative language learners may be relatively proficient in the language, and
still be unwilling tO speak as freely or to say as much as a risk-taker who may. be

1.ess proficient. Without claiming that every person falls in one of these categories,
it is clear that if the distinction is at all real, it may affect the results of any
test task that requires language production; but, it seems likely that it will have
more effect on tasks involving linguisqc creativity. A risk-taker is more likely to'

be willing to respond to such a task, aftd will probably produce more speech, and
extrapolate farther from simple descriptions of known facts, than a conservative with
the same degree of language knowledge. Iflperformanceis scored.according to the
grammatical oorrectness of the response, then this would tend to,favor the consbrva-
tives. If it is scored according to the amount of speech produced or the degree of

, imagination displayed, then it favors the risk-taker. Either way, the creativity
task males it possible to confuse language ability.with how willing a person is to
take risks in speaking a second language.

.,.

'N

TO confound.matters even more, systematic cultural differences may have an effect on
this task. For cultural reasons having nothing to do with relative language profi-
ciency, children from some cultural or national backgrounds may be reluctant to
respond at.length, while others from different backgrounds may be more verbally
assertive in the same situation. Additionally,'cultural background and/or personal-
ity of the test administrator may tend to encourage or inhibit children taking this

sort of test. Thus, cultural differdnces and differences in individual style can
play a confounding role in tasks,fttempting to measure language creativity or imagi-
nation. ,

Tests that we reviewed required linguistic creativity or iniagination to varying

degrees. Some tests merely-contained a few items intended to make a child extrapo-
late from known facts ot,pictures; at thv extreme, some tests.were entirely composed
of questions intended to extract connected stories which were then graded for



creativity, organization, "abstractness," etc. An example of the fii4t type is thb
"Picture '.(;enerating Response" subtest of the Caso Test for Non-Ehilish Speaking, Stu-

dents. ce s1aries of pictures shows saws and boards, and ends with a picture.ot a

hand holding a board. One question asks, Who do you think the person may be in,
[this ptic urel? and Nhy do you think it should go in [this picture]? It is mot clear

from the est materials how such items are to be sCored--for the grammaticality of

the answe ; its content, br both. The Ilyin Oral Interview contains some similar

items, ang similar puzz,les for the scorer.

A test thit relies much.more heavily on limistic creativity is exemplifie&.b# one

.
part of th Pictorial Test of Bilingualism and Lan ua e Dominance. A picture is

shown to cychild who is asEidF6iell 7 story about. it. A ter the child responds
with a sto y (or if he fails to do so), four m9re explicit prob uestions are asked

about.the pitture. This procedure is followed for English and S nish, wi,th.the.

same pictures and probe questions being used for both languages: The child's

responses are then.scored for grammaticality and "completeness." Grammatical, com-

plete sentences earn the best score;-ungrammaticalities and phrases are next, and

word lists naming the Objects in fhepicture are scored lowest. This is not

entirelj, a creativity test, because grammaticality and other formal properties of
the child's answers are considered in scoring. Performance, and thus score, can be

affected by whether the child is interested enough by the picture to think up a

story about it--A factor not directly related to language .proficiency. This "inter-

est" factor will become much more important in the next tWo tests discussed, where
straightforward description earns a lower score than flights of creative fancy, and

the grammaticality of the child's response is apparently not seriously considered

in judging proficiency.

In one section of the Oral Language Evaluation, the examiner shows theachild a pic-

ture, readS a brief description of it, and then instructs the child to tell about

the picture. Performance is scored according to six categories which represent the

authors' beliefs about how language develops (Teacher's Manual), but which do not

appear to reflect the findings of any recognized research in first or second language

acquisition. In effect, the test seems intended to elicit a short story, since a

simple description of the picture earns a much loWer score than an abstract story

containing.details_of mood and characters' emotional responses (Teacher's Manual).

A straightforward description is taken to mean that a child "needs some aspect of
language training [and] is probably not ready for mailing." As this test is designed,

such,conclusions are entirely unwarranted. There may be many' reasoni why a child

might not produce an abstract story. One could be that it might be,very unclear to

the child what is being asked when subsequently instructed to "tell about the pic-

ture" which has already been described by the examiner. There'is no effort to

explain what kind of response is desired, nor could there be: What could the child
...............

make of such words as mood and .effien/ona1 reactions?...$94 it seems unlikely that the

child will even be able to clearly understand the task posed.

This section Of the Oral Language Evaluation allegedlyrassesses the need for oral

language training and reading readiness; however, the test really confuses proficient

language performance with a certain derivative language-based skill--the ability to

compose fiction. 'Some people are,gobd at composing fiction and some are not, but

this does not necessarily say anything about their ability to use English under

ordinary circumstances.

Most of these criticisms of the Oral Language Evaluation also apply to the Langutme

Facility Test. Both tests set up a series of categorieS as a supposed hierarchy of

language development, unrelated to any of the considerable body of research on Ian-

guage.development. In boifi tests, the lower cateOries are related to the form of

the language used, the linguistic elements that ocdur, and the organization among

them;:the higher categories contain judgments about the completeness, implications,

organization, or abstractness of the story. The lower categories seem to evaluate
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something verr dtherent from the higher ones,.because judgments at the lower levels
are based on the Sorm of the language used, while the higher levels depend on tbe
jiterary properties of the dtory the child tells. In scoring the Language faciljty
,Test,,clear instructions are given to ignore:vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciatlion.,
TEIgh sCoring story could be ingrossly ungrammatical and from:a Vierson not familliar
with tht correct names for softie elements-6f the'pictures" (TeSt Administrator's'Man-
ual).. This scoring strategy makes us wonder just what is, being tested here, sinIce a
personlm4tht not control enough English to function in daily life,fand yet be rated

" in the very top categdry of this test.-

. .

.Counting Linguistic Elements

.

'Some tests feature a scoring strategy wherein speech--anything from lists of words
to connected descriptions or discourses--is elicited from a child, and linguistic-
elements contained in this speech sample are counted. , Whether sentences, phrase6,'
words, or syllables'are counted, and whether the.final score is represented as a
simple total, or as an average of one sort of element with respect to another (erg., -

average number of words per sentence), the intent pf such strategies is usually to
'claim that the inclusion of more elements indicates greater proficiency, and that the.
quantity of language,produced is a good index of Overall ability.

,The general problem with this claim is that the total amount of speech a child phi-
duces on one occasion, in response to a particular set of stimuli, does not neces-
sarily tell us what the child knows about language or is capable of producing. There
are various rewons why children might not, on particular occasions, produce a lot
of speech: (Arthey might not know much English (or whatever language is being
tested); (b) they might not be interested or motivated by'the test items to speak;
(c) they might not be linguistic risk-takers; (d) they might not have understood that

-.they were expected to produce an extensive amount of speech; and/or (e) they may
think that simply answering or responding concisely and to the point is all that Is
required. Tests that score performance by counting linguistic elements tend'to
assume that the only possible reason for children not to say much is because they do
not know much of the language, but the Other reasons are real possibilities and tend
to vitiate the results of such tests.

The Basid Inventory of Natural Language (BINL) i§ scored almost entirely by counting
linguistil elements the chirS produces. Various sorts of elements are counted and
reported as independent categories in each child's "oral language profile." We will
consider in some'detail the.two categories of "average level of complexity" and
"fluency."

In the BINL, the average complexity level is found by counting complete and partial
sentences, modifiers, phrases, and clauses) calculating a-weighted total of all these
elements, and dividing by the total number of sentences. This score is supposed to
reflect the average complexity of the sentences the child produced, but there are
several problems with this strategy. First, there are no accessible, objective, and
reliable criteria for deciding what a clause is, what a phrase is, or what consti-'
tutes-"modification." This sort of decision may appear simple, especially concerning
the most common, clear-cut cases in each category, but everyday language makes con-
stant use of a wide range of grammatical structures which challenge analysis. This
fact is bound to complicate the-scoring of a test such as the BINL and to limit its
reliability. The diffitulty with scoring on the BINL is further increased by the
problem Of ellipsis, although the authors of the test intend for appropriate ellipsis
to be allowed (Instructions Manual). For example, in a question and answer sequence
such as

Where is the cat in this.picture?

In the tree.

the answer would be intended to count as a complete sentence,. and not as a preposi-
tional phrase. Looking only at the language produced by the child.being t3'sted,
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the scorer of the BIM hag no way to distinguish acceptably elliptical utterances
such as the above,WETch are to he counted as "complete sentences," from _Apartial

sentences" or "phrases."

Another problelvwith this scoring strategy is that it assumes that all linguistic
phrases, all chluses, and all forms of modification are equally,complex. A moment's

reflection will show that this is not true. The scoring procedUre is apparently not'
even intended'to consider.whether a child's responses are appropriate, Lfiternally
related, or even grammatical. The.test materials do not say that o ly'grammatical
sentences should be counted as "complete sentences." In.fact, Art in ungrammatiéali-
ties are acceptable (Instructions Manual),Amit it ts not clear'Whet er the authors ,

intend to-accept all pngrammaticalities. A more subtle problem concerns the coherence
or relateLess of the response, because a series of unrelated sentences.would be
scored as high as a coherent response. For'vxample, the following two/responses would
be scored as approximately equivalenteerformance, but,the first is\Obviously a more.
sensible use of English:

f

John went to the store. He bought some bread. Then he came ho
,

The cat is on the mat. My ear is purple. Beavers live in Canada.
1

,

Another categery hi the B1NL language profife is thd "filuency" score--the total number

of words produced. HereThild can get a higher score for responses thilt are over-
explicit to a degree that is linguistically unnatural. In the Instructions Manual,
the rest authors point out that the natural answer to the question Where are the-toys?
is On the table, not The toys are on the table. In fact, in most circumstances it
wo4Id be unnaturaluncharacteristic of the ordinary conversation of native English

speakers--to produce the complete sentence answer. Yet, chitdren will get a highel-
"fluency" score on the BINL for producing this conversationally unnatural response.

The Oral Language Dominance *asure (El'Paso Public Schools) assesses English or

Spanish proficieiwy as a function of two variables--total number of gramMatical and

appropriate response to the test 'items and total number of words produced. .The first

of these is linguistically sensible as a measure of proficiency; bilt the second seems
dubious. The EScaminer'S Manual reports that the test makers' own research ha,s found
the two factors topredict language ability, but this research is not described, and

no bibliographical references are given,

The Test of Grammatically Correct Eulish/Spanish (Las Cruces School District).scores
responses, in part, by counting the number of words and syllables produced, and by

evaluating the uncommonness of the words used (i.e., whether they appear on a list of

the statistically most common English words). Thus, this test partly evaluates

responses according to whether long words and/or uncommon words are used. ,In effect,

this scoring procedure focuses on the content words used by the child, since the

function words of English are characteristically short and.frequent hrocurrence.
4

. ,

l'

The Language Dominan6e Indicator Test (Hayward Unified School istrict) Contains

two parts. One part asks five questions heout the use of Engl sh.or another language
(When your father,speakp to you, what language does he use?), nd one point is scored

for English each time the child claims to use it in a particular social situation.

'ye English peints are possible. 'Ilie other part of the test is scored by counting

th number of nouns. produced; the child is asked to name objects found in the kitchen ,

an in four other locations. One point is scored for English for every object named

in nglish. Aside from the problems involved in measuring language proficiency by
,

simply counting'words, this scoring scheme implicitly makes the unsuppcirted and

counter-intuitive claim: determining,if children know die Engligh wdrd stove as'
something found in the kitchen tells us exaCtly as much about theii English profi-

ciency.as determining that the father speaks in English. While it ig fairly clear
that these arenot equivalent indices of language ability, we have,no idea how they

should be cpmpared, nor whether they should even.be.compAed.
, ,
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LINGUISTICALLY ARTIFICIAL TEST TASKS

Generally speaking, a test of language proficiency should assess familiarity or facil-

)
ity with the rules of a,language and t e Conventions that govern its use ps a. means of
communication. In testing language p ficiellicy, we should try to avoid assigning

_requirements beyond those imposed by the Ordinary conventional"se'of language. Such
extra requirements--artifacts of the testing,situatioh--risk getting in the way of
what the'test is really trying to.measure--overallaanguage skill. Of course, all
.tests will be somewhat artificial. The testing situation is not just a normal conver-
saiional interchange, and few, if any, childten will fail to realize that they are
being tested. But, the language of tests and various aspects of the tasks imposed
should match ordinary language usage as closely as possible in order to avoid imposing

:linguistically. artificial tasks on the child'which requite extraneous knowledge. 0Such
knowledge might indeed be language-related, but goes beyond. What would.properly,char-

, acterize language proficiency.

Understanding the Test Task

Occasionally the instructions telling the child what is required by particular test
tasks are excessively. vague about what kind of respOnse will constitute good.perfor- .

mance: This becomes a problemin cases whore something more is required of the person
taking the test than simply observilfg the rules and 'conventions of normal English
usaie. Children who manage to figure out what is required may do better than those.
who do not, althougfi they actually-may not be more proficient at English (or whatever
language is being tested).

The most common case involves test'items that intend to.elicit a particular linguistiC
structure,,put which in fact will not do so unless.a complete sentence resPonse is .

produced. "Since the rules of English do not very Often require complete sentence
responses, tests must resort to extra instructions or other manipulation in order to
elicit complete sentences. Many tests simply instruct the child to answer in complete
sentences; ther tests employ more indirect strategies, using probing techniques or,
,teaiing to elicit the target structure from the child. Because the intent of the .

probes is often not clear, these methods can be very puzzling. The IlyLin Otal Inter-

.view states,."It is important that the respondent give complete sentences;'bOth
statOments and questions. If he gives short answers, the interiiewer-should instruct
him to give a longer one." ,Quite apart from whether it is natural4to demand complete
sentence answers to all questions, how does the child know that "longer" means "com-
plete sentence"? Similarly, in the directions ior the Moreno Oral English ProfiCiency
Placement Test, exampjes are,given for eliciting the required complete sentence
.responses. In reply to a test question, Does Juan have A cat?, a child might well
answer_Nd.- This\is a perfectly natural English answer, but since it,does not serve
the teit purpOses, the examiner is instructed to prompt, Wo, what? if the child
Answers [a] policeman in response.to What is he?, the examiner is instructed to
prompt, Tell me that... or Tell me more. It is difficult to predict what childien

might maka4f these questions, and it may be difficult for them to interpret what is -

expected. Assuming the answer to the original test question is truthful, grammatical,
and apprOpriate (as is the case with the two Moreno exaMples), it miglit be confusing

to be Probed for'a further answer--why is the examiner not satisfied? The child .

,might even think a mistake has been made, when injact the Oven answer is correct
and natural, but not the one that the test question was designed tO induce.

This case :and others involve test instructions that maY give test-wiSe students an
, advantage over chil4ren'Who are inexpeiienced atotaking tests. In thesetests, there
is an implicit test-taking skill--quite'apart from purely linguistic abilities--which
can increase the possibility of, a high score. So, individual experience may play an

important role in determining scores. .

The Crane Oral Dominance Tett consists of a memory task which presents children with
'eight words, four in Tngliih and four in Spanish. .Children must recall as'many of 'the
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eight as posiIle, in either languagelif. more English words are repeated, then the

child is judged English dominant and likewise for Spanish. Children are told to say
[the words] any way you want, in EnglAh or in Spanisli (Philosophy and-Directions

Booklet). Ngritheless; some children may perceive it,as part of the test task to
remember what language each word was presented in, and mi-ght make a conscious effort
to produce four English words and four Spanish wrts. To, the e4(tent that they are

successful at this, they will tend.to be judge5ias balanced bilingualdominant in
neither.languar. Other children may simply ry to recall words in either language as

the authors intended, and their scores will/be free of the inflbence of-a Conscious

effort to equalize the number of words. Tlus, if all children do not perceive the
test bask the same, it may be unsound to cmpare the final scores of any two and claim

that the test shows one student to be mor English- or Spanish-domjnant 4an the,

other.

Sometimes parkicular items or sections of tests require instructions that pose a
greater,linguistic challenge Ulan the actual response,required. In this case, the

test runs the risk of"concluding that students do not khow the correct response when,

in-fact, they may be haviog difficulty understanding the more complex instructions..
For example, on the Listening Comprehension seetion of the Shutt Primary Language
Indlcator Test, each item is intended to assess comprehension of a noun pilrase. Some .

items test.simple noun phrases (a banana)1; most.itemg teat nouns with relative clauses'
(a Mild.who is pitching, sothething tied with a string);'some test relative. Clauses
that.lack preceding nouns (what a child should take to the teacher on the first.day of

school). In each case, howeVer, the noun phrase being tested is embedded.inside an
exgre,ssion that is grammatically quite complex: Make an X in the squerre on the'pic-

;xre'which shows . For most of the items on the Listening Comprehension subtegt,
is expression is more complex.than the noun phrase expression being tested; this

adds codsiderable irrelevant difficulty tohe task, making it very hard .to pinpoint
exactly.what is riot known by students Who miss such an item.

Ellipsis and Complete Sentences

"

Many tests provide a definite instruction to answer in complete sentences or resort
to some other strategy to try to elicit complete sentences where they.would not nor-

malAy he required in conversation. We criticized some of these covert,strategies
eailier on the grounds that they may be confuging or misleading. HOwever, what is

wrong wip straightforwardly telling children to respond in complete sentences? Just

this: knowing the correct form and use of complete English sentences (indeed a com-
ponent of English proficiency) ,is not the same as knowihg-the meaning of ihe expres-

sion "complete sentence."

It has betn demonstrated thae'people Who can speak English p oficiently (16-7.in some

sense--know what constitutes a complete tngligh sentence ey can construct and use
complete'sentences when the conventions of English ugsage req re it, and when they

omit complete sentences in their speech, they usually do i certain principled and

specifiable ways. Native English speakers who'do not know.t at a complete sentence.

consists of a subject, predicate, etc. still know how to use comiilete sentences when

it iA appropriate. The ability to use English in this way is knowledge of lahguage; -

'the ability to constiuct and produce complete sentences on commend is knowledge about

language. Individuals with the skillA to produce sentences on command generally have
acquired them by formally studying and learning about English grammar, but 'lack of

formal training does not necessarily indicate a lack of English ability. Children who
respohd in'complete sentences when explicitly told to do so might not have

acquired the Skills to construct complete sentences, or they simply might not know

what the term "complete sentence" means. It is.possible that some measures claiming

to test English-ability are testing explicit knowledge of.the concepts of English

'grammar.

Previously, we criticized strategies used in the Ilyin'Oral InterView and the Moreno

Oral Engiish Placement Test for trying indireCtly .5o obtain complete aentence
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re onses. Tests explicitly instructing children to produce complete sentenCes are
Short Test of Linguistic Skills, the Caso Test for Non-English Speaking.Students,
the Enilfsh.as a Second Langtlage Athievement'Tests, Level 1. 'The,ShOrt Test of

iguitT kifls tellS the Child, r am gang tjask,you some questions rn Eny1T1T,
and I'd like.you to answer the questions by using a complete sentence (Examiner's
Mhnual, emOhasis theirs); the others are equally clear on this point.

.

The pervasiveness.of ellipsis in normal language Usage'creates problems with the
scoring strate les used on Several tests. On one part of the Ott Test af Oral Lan-
gnage, student amswer questions put by the examiner. Although not directly
instructed to se complete sentences or prodded to do so, students' responses are
graded actordi g to a hierarchy in which simple noun phrases get ono point,.verbal
and other phrag get two points, and complete simple sentences get three points.
This scoring_hierarchy is applied to the answers for all test questions,ieven though
conventionalEnglish usage requires different kinds of answers to different kinds of
questioTA. Questions like What do you see here? inyite noun phrase answers (a dog, a
man in a red hat) ps.the most natural, Straightforward replies, and questions like
What are they doing? invite vorb phrase,answers (playing football). The scoring
scheme for the Ott test would award a better scare for,unnatura14.0verly explicit
answers to the above two what queStion examples. The short-answer% that these ques-
tions would ordinarily evoke would 'earn childr6 a lower score. In effect, this
section opithe Ott test rewards complete sentence answers without regard to whether
such ansvirers arenatural, ancrwithout informing children What is expected. If a

scoring system rewards performance which deviates frpm standard usage, test subjects
must be told what kind,of performante'is desired.

.

The scoring system for one section,of the Pictorial Test of Bilingualism and -Language
Dominance likewise rewards the use of complete sentences. Like.thebtt test, the
Pictorial test does notThpecifically elicit complete sentence responses, but still
assesses a higher degree of prOficiency in English if such responses are produced. .

The scoAng scheme for.the jiasic Inventory of Natural Language (BINL) also OnalizeS
partial sentences, but ellipsis is nominally allowed! Correctly used, elliptical
sentencw are to be scored as if they were complete sentences (Instructions Manual).
Although an acceptable scoring procedure, there may be some problem in determining .

whether an 'elliptical response has been correctly produced. The problem puld-afise
due to BINLIdata collection procedures, where data is collected,by gathering children
together in a group and having one child describe or tell a story about a picture to
the other children. ,Conversational interchange /among the children is encouraged on
the assumption that it willoserve to elicit natural language from the story-telling
ohild.. Albeit that the assbmption is prObably correct and the situation ideal to
elicit instances of ellipsis, the data that is transcribed and subsequently scored
apparentlypconsists.only of the speech of the particutar criild telling the story.
Comments nd questions from other children ikthe group are lost by the time the
speeth sample is scored. (The sample may bb mailed away for scoring-by the ibst
pfiblishers, who oliviousg, never heard the group conversation that served as the ton-.
text for the speech sample.)' In order 'to determipe,wh9ther Eln elliptical form has
been used correctly, it is -crucial to know what else has been said in the corilext

where the form occurred.

the Michigan Oral Language Productive, Test provides a series o? queskions intended
to elicit particular grammatical forms, particuldr words, and partictlar pronuncia--
tions. Since correct elliptical answers to the test questions would frequently not
include the structure being tested, the Michigan test adopts 'a strategy in which the
examinqf prompts the child With the first word oral) of ,the desired response.' For
example, in.dho-11.7 intended to elicit past tense7the examiner 0Oints to a.picture

of a fish and says, Where did the fish jump? The fish.... The child must say The
fish jumped in the river, using the past tense verb, jumpeV., This strategy is neces-

sary to prevent the child from answering in the river, 'which is a perfectly natural

,
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answer, but one that does not contain the Aesired past t se verb. This strategy, as

with others we have diScussed, makes:the test tasii very artificial. In ordinary

conversation whenasking a question; we do not prompt the first few words of the

oxpoctod answer; when answering a question, we do not expect the questioner,te pro-
'vide the first few words'of the desired response. It is difficult to make test tasks

approximate ordinary language usage, but tasks like this one run thd risk of testing
understanding of and willingness to comply with the artificial test task, rather than

die ability to handle ordinary English usage. The more vas4ation there is between

the test task
0

and ordinary usage, the More room there is for doubt that the'test

actually assesses brdinary skills.

In some cases,'the prompting strategy employed hy.the Miciligan test will not neces-
sarily be successful in elPciting the des.ired form. For some items, there may be
grammatiCal.,coherent, and factually correct responses, repeating the examiner's
prompt,,whicilstill do not include the desired grammatical or phonologital feature.

In one item, ie examiner says,. The father wearS shoes in this picture. Toll me .if

the boy weareshoes. No, he.... _The Child must answer Np, he dgesn't (wear shoes),
because the iteoPintends to test negated'0,k but the Mid might equally say No, he
has no4sfioes or'NO, he's barefoot. Ai=e theslAnswers to be counted wrong? The
MAT-SEA-CAL Oral PrOficiency Test employs the same prompting strategy just described
for the Mrichigan test,.and is sublect to the same.criticisms.

In conClusion,Lwe will mention a few tests that are noteworthy in that the
require complete sentenc4 responses, nor do they score elliptical sentences' in

environments that natural1 3 permit ellipsis. The Oral Language Dominance)Measure

states that "any grammatically correct response infhe language being elicited is
'considered acceptable" (Examiner's Mtinual),'whether OT not it ceintains the specific

structure that the item was designed tia induce. Examples of permissible responses

make it elear that ellipsis is considered acceptable. Similarly, the speaking tests

of the Language AsSessment Battery allow for ellipsis, and other correct and appropri-

ate answers that differ from what the test item was intended to elicit (see Examiner's

DirectiOns for Administering, Level 2). The Bilingual Syntax Measure also allows ,

elliptical and other'appropriate, grammatical responsps as correct answers to test

'items (Manual; Technical Handbook).

Metalinguistic InstruCtions

The requirement to produce complete sentence responses poses a metalinguistic task
Tor children in that it requires not just knowledge of a language but also some
explicit, conscious ..knowledge about a language, about the analysis of its grammar,
and about the names grammarians have invented td refer to elements pf the language.

The completeosentence recuirement is by far the most common metalinguistic task posed6 1

by language proficiepcy t s, but somedther tasks and instructions found in the

tests we reviewed also require metalinguistit knowledge of ,one'sort or another. A ,

s metatinguistic task creates the possibility of confounding--test items may not be

measuring the iinguistdc skill they intend to. If by instructing them to ask a ques-

tion, 'a test seas to 'dete rn ik e whether children can construct an ordinary English

question, children's failure do this properly could be caused,by ignorance of how N.

,to construct an English question (as the test predicts), ignorance,of the meaning of

the instruction "ask a question," or ignorance of the word "question:" As with com-

plete sentences, children may be able to construct and use questions properly and

effectively, but not be able t prodve one on cue.
,

.

The Ilyin Oral Interviep contails,a 'number of'items of tN,Ls sort: 'Please ask me a

. question about this piclure. Please aSk a question about this kicture using the word

"'after." Several of theSe items are followed by the instructiony Please'answer your

question. Another item says: This picture shows Bill every.wdekdaY. Please ask me

a question about this picture.' Here, the desired response is presumably something
like What does Bill do °pry weekday? Apparently,'these items aim to control the

3
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form of a response by explicitly indicating what form to use ancr--in sode cases--what
words to use. One result of this is to produce a conversational interchange that
would never be.found anywhere but on a language proficiency test. We usually ask
questions because we want to knew something, not because someone ihsiructed,us to ask
a question. People.sometimes require.us to say certain things, but they seldom tell
us what words to use in saying.them, and we are very seldom instructed to answer our
own questions. Performing such artifitcial tasks requires certain test-taking abili-
ties, as well as the ability to speik English.;.yet, it is only the latter ability
that is being tested. If the,task is very unlike the usyal application of the skill
being tested; then test-taking skills become relatively more important, and we are
less likely to be measuiing what we want--proficiency in the ordindYy use of English.

4

krefated metalinguistic.pyoblem is found on the Harris Articulation Test. This test
provides a detaped assessment of children's pronunciation of English consonants in
initial, medial, and final positions in words. Pictures are presented to children,
'who pust name the objects., For example, a picture of a .bill is presented to elicit
the word ball so ihat pronunsiation of initial b can be judged. To get consonants in
initial position, a single Ain must be produced without an indefinite article pre-
ceding it. If the child says a ball instead of ball, fhen an initial position b has
not been produced, and the test does not obtain the information it seeks. In an

effort to control this, the examiner instructs the child who produceS an indefinite_.
article to dnly say the name of the picture. This may be alpuzzling initruction'.
Children who identify the picture as &ball may think they have already said only
.the name of the picture and might wonder why that response is not acceptable. . This'

strategy is reminiscent or tests that try to probe for a complete sentence respons
or, failing to get a complete sentence, ask for a longer answer.'

trlother example of a mefalingOstic instruction involves- tests that explicitly
children to respond inra particular language. In language proficiency testing
it is legitimate to Opect a child to be able to respond in the language`used
administer the tesf. Many tests take advantage of this by simply presenting test
items (oral'questions or commands) in the language that is being Assessed. For

example, the Spanikh/Engltsh Languar Performance Screening clearly instructs examin-
ers to use only Spanlih in ihe Spanish section and,only ffnglish in that section. The

Oral Language Dominance Measure separates the two languages completely by requiring a
Lapse of several days -between administration of the EngUsh ancnpanish sections. .

TheseLare logical and probably effective strategies for eliciting responses in a
particular language. In contrast, it is not necessarily reasonable to expect that
'all children will be able to respond'in the appropriate language when instructed to
do so. Children might know both languagesrand be able to separite them (in the sense
of being able to speak the proper language in the proper social situation), but still
not understand the metalinguistic instruction to'"anSwer in'English." This is
unlikely to be a problem with older bilingual children, who are probably well aware
that.they speak two languages, but.some younger children may be aware of speaking in
a certain way with some people and differently with others, without being overtly

Aware of the distinction represented by different language.names.

1 1

The Pictorial Test of Bilinguafism and Language Dominance introduces a picture-naming
'vbcabultfry test with the Instruction, You may answer In either English or Spanish

(Manual). The Crane Oral Dominance Test, as previously described, sets a memory task
in which the child must recall a,set of orally presented word4. Instructiohs include
"Sometimes I will say the' word in pnglish Lied sometimes in Spanish. Listen care-

fully. When I finish, name As, many words as you can remember. You can 'say them any

way you want, in English or Spanish" (Philosophy and Directions Booklet). Under,
standing this instruction,ks crucial to the Crane test, Since..a natural response
might be to report the Spanish words in SpanTiVind the,tnglish words in English,
which would seriously interfere'with Vie ttst's intent.

The James Language Dominance Test has perception and production sect4ons in Spanish,
and then in English-TThe only instruction that intervenes between the Spanish and

4
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, English sections, to inform the child that a Change has taken place, is the examiner's
stgtement, re going to talM in.English. Look at these pictures (Manuat). The'_
abruptness of thd change from Spanish to English might poA?.some problems in shifting

A from one language to the other. (Contrast the complete sepa-ration of languages

required by the Oral Language Dominance Measure.) ille James test'also recommends
using a metalinguistic instruction if the child respondriirthe wrong language. For
example, on the Spanish section, if the child respoads in English, the examiner is
instructed to say amelp. en Espanol. As we indicate above, this-may not be an Offec-
tive way to obtain Spanish responses from some young c ildreh.

. ,

Finally, the Flexibiliqjest to Measure Language Domi lice in Spanish-English Bilin-
guals. is a test of a unique type, in. which children pre ented with a set of eight

.

scrambled letteis are first told to consthict as many S anish words from those
letters as possible in 60 seconds, and then to construct as many English words as
possible from the letters. This.process is, repeated five timeS with five different
sets of eight scrambled letters. To accomplish the task, children must be able to
make a clear d.conscious distinction between English and. Simish when insttucted

to do so. So, iis task is open to the prior criticisms that successful performance
requires a certain kind of metalinguistile knowledge.

Identical Test Items in Two Languages

Another way in which the overatl organization of test tasks can deparf-from everyday
language usage is by requiring students to answer exactlY the same questions twice--
once in each language;. Although this is done so that competence in the two languages
can be directly compared, this kind of 'task is unlike any conversational Use of lan-
guage anden unlikp.the way language is customarily used in other types of tests.

Ordinarily, there is no point in asking the same person the same question twice.
Either the question is answered correctly or it is not, tuid for testing purposes,

that is all that is required.

The identical item format usually asks simple short-answer question$, whith decreases
the pretense that the testing situation is just an ordinary conversational interac-
tion. It is open to argument whether it is worthwhile to.try to maintain any such

pretense. Some tests.try to do so overtly (e.g., Ihe Basic Inventory of Natural Lan-
guage and the Bilingual Syntax Measure); many more do not. Tests inodid.assess
ordinary conversational language ability and normaI language.usage as much as pos7
sible, and tests that adopt features different from normal usage !mist show that they
do not interfere with.the assesSment of the ability to use.lankuagetin ordinary cir-
cumstances

Even though it is conversationally unnaturarto so, a'bilinguat child will prob-
ably have no trouble answering a question like hat is aoar name? in both languages.

However, tests which require longer; descriptive or creative answers, and which
duplicate the task in two languages, may indepd cr ate bias problems. One part of

the pictorial Test of Bilingualism and Lan!uage Dom e itholves showing childrdn g
41 picture and asking Tor a story ihout it-- irst in then in Spanish. :The

.children, of course, have the option of making up two different stories about the
same picture, but if they choose to tell the lame story twice: it is likely to be
shorger and less elaborate the second time...Children may not feel it necessary to be
as careful or precise about introducing characters just introduced or deicribing

znithationsealready described. They may Use more pronouns and more ellipsis the
second tint!, assuming (correctly) that the examinet will understand what is being

said, since it all has been said before. Ttie test, however,,is scored according to

the cOmpleteuess of the thoughts expressed, and the demonstrated expression of com-
plete subject-verb-object sentences (Mantua). Chrldren''s performance in the second

language is liable to appear less,complete, and so less proficient, pirely as an
artifact of the test format.



One section of the Spanish-Englisb Dominance Assessment Test also adopts the format
of picture description. Examiners create their own picturft representing local
conditions, hut it is not clear fro6 the test materials whether childre n are required
to describe the same picture twice, in Spanish and then in English, or to describe
one picture in Spanish arid a different one in English. In yiew of the above consid-
erations, it would seem preferable to follow the latter procedure.

Finally, one-way to overcome the problems with identical test items in two different
languages is to administer the English and non-English sections of the test on dif-
ferent occasions. After a lapse of a few days; it might be less unnatural to ask
children to answer questions already answered. The OLall1Lngults_eQominanceMeasure
follows this procedure.

IMPLICATIONS'OF SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION FOR TESTS

Most tests which purport to assess relative English proficiency are.implicitly based
bn ,61) idea that people tend to learn structurds which are easier, sentence types
whithare simpler, and vocabulary which is somehow more basic, before mastering more
complex and difficult parts of the system. While this is a reasonable assumption,
the content of Many tests.still is based on notions of complexity which are supported
neither by linguistic theory nor by empirical evidence of how children acquire Eng-
lish as..a second language.

Children acquire language through a systematic developmental-process in whiCh they
actively and creatively build up knowledge of the.language system. Through contact
with language in everyday situations, they gain a sense of how_utterances in the
language are structured and organized, and gradually they integrate these linguistic
structures into an internalized grammatical system for the language. This process.is

frequently termed language acquisition to distinuuish it from conscious, deliberate
language learning.

There are various kinds of evidence which suggest that the /anguage acquisition
process is guided by some property of cognitive organization--some special capacity
for dealing with language structure which all children have. Among the kinds of
evidence advanced for,this view are the following:

* Children learning any language not only repeat arid imitate speech, but they
also produce new, unique sentences which they have not heard before.

Many,6T the "errors" made by children learning English as a second language
are similar, regardless of the native language of the child.

.SeCond language learners tend not to transfer syntactic patterns of their
native language to the new language; errors /Spear to be developmental rather
than to result from first langooge interference.

Stages' ill the language acquisition process appear similar in children from
different learning environments.

Stages in the second language acquisition procesi are apparently not guided by
external input factors such as the auditery salience( of speech elements or
corrective feedback from other people (although this point is somewhat contro-
versial). 0 7

The acquisition of. language structure, then, tend5 to be a §yStematicand regular
'process. As they build competence in the new language, all children tend first fo
master certain types of structures, later developing control of sdmewhat mere complex
structures. In the acquisition of English as a second language, characteristic
patterns of word order,for, English sentences are typicarly mastered befote any
higher-level markers of grammatical relationships. Research also shows that use of
the singular copula,4s is contrlped before the short plural marker -s, and that both



of those structutes are controlled before the possessive morpheme 's.* Other research
has shown that children learning English as a second language use is before they use
do and can; furthermore, children use all three of these verb forms before beginning
to inflect any of them for number or tense (as in was, are, did) , and also before

other modals (will, would, must) appear in children's speech. These are just a lew
examples of regular patterns which all children acquiring English as a second lan-
guage tend to follow.

The acquisition of English grammatical morphemes is not a linear and additive
sequence; rather, structures seem to lean into groups, and children tend to acquire
the structures within one group before they gain control of those in another group.
This hierarchy of English structureswhich is supported by empirical evidence from
language acqufsition research--predicts that if children control some grammatical
structure which is relatively high in the hierarchy (i.e., which is predicted to be a
relatively late acquisition), they will also controi structures which are acquired
earlier. Conversely, children whose speech does not .indicate control.of some rela-
tively low-level structures (i.e., relatively early acquisitions) will probably also
lack more difficult structures.

The fact that there are such hierarchical patterns in second language acquisition has
important implications for testing English proficiency. These patterns make it pos-

sible--in principle at least--to design a test in such a way that when chtldren
demonstrate control (or lack of it) .of certain grammatical structures, we can learn
more about their language ability than just their facility with those particular

structures. We can also infer something about placement on the putative language
acquisition hierarchy, and thus gain information about the. developmental leyel in the
acquisition of English.

Type of Language Knowledge Tested: Discrete Point
vs. rntegrative Testing

For some children there may be a gap between the ability to use English in nattiral

interaction, and the ability to perform formal-tasks in situations which invite
conscious attention to language form (such as some testing situations). The first

type of ability will reflect a stage in the developmental process of language acqui-

sition; the second will not.

In evaluating tests which claim to assess students' control of English grammatical
structure, it iA important to recognize which of these two types of language knowl-
edge a test is trying to assess and what the test reveals about students' develop-
mental level of English acquisition. Depending on the design of the test, it may

elicit representative evidence of students' internalized control of English struc-,
tufe, or 4t may yield an inventory of some of the precise rules of grammar studentg
have learned. In the former case, a test scOre might indicate (in part) students'
ability to use English in meaningful interaction, and placement in the developmental
process of acquiring English. In the latter case, the test'score might provide no
information about either of these important points.

English proficiency tests which include-some measure of grammatical ability usually
fall into one of two geneial categories: integrative and discrete point. Integrative

tests obtain eVidence of students' overall control of the language by having nem
produce connected discourse in some meaningful context. Por example, the Basic

Inventory of Natural Language, the Language Dominance Survey, the Language Facility

Test, the Oilta_laieIatiorsalLarl, and the Pictorial Test of Bilingualism and Lan-
,.

*Note that these. three grammatical morphemes are all typically mAifested by the
sound of s.and are thereby auditorily equally salient to the perceptions of the
language learner. This case is one example of the third type of evidence mentioned
above for the existence of a natural sequence in the acquisition process.

..rso
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guage Dominance require children to describe or tell a story about pictures. A few'
tests, such is the Language Dominance Criteria, educe conversation in the form of
answers to personal questions. Discrete point tests, on file other hand, consist 0(
items designed to test a number of speciflc structures or rutes--discrete points in
the language system. Generally, each.item testS one such point, indePendently of
other items which test different points. In such a test, all the items taken together
are considered.to be a representatiWstimplinvof the structure of the language, or
at least of some paft of its structufe--grammar, phonology, etc.

Integrative Pests. Because integrative tests have the virtue of eliciting natural 7
discourse, the.language produced in such tests will reflect the acsUired knowledge of
English structure; but, of the integrative tests reviewed, none yields any useful
information regarding the degree of control of graMmatical structure or developmental
level of English acquisition.

A general problem with integrative testing is that a sample of natural discourse will
provide information only about the grammatical'structures whith happen to occur in
the sample. It'will provide a basis on which to assess tke control of those struc-
tures, but it will not provide information about the control of any structures which
do not occur. We will learn something about control of irregular past tense from the
student who, for example, utterS'either He took a nap or He taked a nap,,but we will
have no basis for making sUch a judgment if, in the discourse, no irregular verbs
occur in past tense. .This fact limits the evaluative and diagnostic potential of
integrative tests.

A second and greater problem with the integrative tests we reviewed lies in the
nature of their scoring procedures. The types of evaluations which are made of.
elicited discourse are either so gross as'to'be unrevealing, so subjective as to
limit their value, or based on misguided notions about language. One example of
gross and unrevealing scoring procedbres is provided by the Language Dominance Cri-
teria, where the scorer simply indicates the presence or absence pf grammatical
errors in the discourse. Similarly, on the Chicago Short Test of Linguistic Skills,
the scorer indicates whether there are major or minor grammatical errors,.with no
more than a few ungeneralizable examples to guide Aigment. Examples of extremely
subjective evaluations can be found in the Language Facility Test, in which the
examiner judges the organization and descriptive adequacy of the discourse; in the
Oral Language Evaluation, in which the discourse is judged in terms of concrete
versussabstract content; or in the Language Assessment Scales, in whfch language
production is judged to be incoherent, labored, near perfect, or perfect. (The

last category is an ideal which not even native speakers would characteristically
achieve.) Other tests, such as the Basic Inventory of Natural Language, Spanish/
Eneish Language Performance Screening test, or Test of Grammatically Correct Span-
ish/English, involve scoring of sentence length or complexity. Wh-atever Irilue may

lie in some of these scoring procedures, it is clear that none yields diagnostic
information about students' control of English structure, and none indicates devel-
46ental-level of English acquisition.

)

Discrete Point Pests. One of the advantages of discrete point testing (which enables
it to overcome or avoid the problems associated with integrative testing) is that it
can, in principle, assure controlled representation of strqctures or rules which, for

one reason or another, are considered important. However, one of the main disadvan-
tages of discrete point tests is that it is difficult to extract natural language
responses while maintaining close control over the grammatical structures to be pro-
duced.

There are two groups of discrete point grammar tests whose tasks do not cause stu-
dents to produce any spontaAeogs naturallanguage, and which will therefore fail
to yield information regarding students' developmental level.of English acquisition.
The first group includes tests of aural compr9hension, such as the Comprehension of
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Oral.Language Test, or sections of the Language Assessment Scales, the MAT-SEA-CAL,
the Language Assessment Battery, or the Milwaukee English as a Second Language
Achievement Tests. As previously discussed,. it is very difficult twassess control
o grammat strdcture by trying to evaluate passive comprehension. Furthermore,

aura comprehe ori does not neCessarily'reflect students' ability to speak the
language.

The second group of tcksts which does nut involve elicitation of spontaneous natural.
language includes tests with sentence repetition tasks, such as the Northwestern

, Syntax Screening Test .or the Del Rie Language Screening Test. It shouldThe mentioned

that both the NorthwestOrn and the Del Rio tests are designed to identify children
With delayed or deviant language development. The manual of the Northwestern test

(to its credit) states that "a bilingual child...should never be judged as_ganguage
delayed' or 'language deficient' by his scores on the NSST." In contrast, -the manual

ofAhe Del lio test says that "though not originally intended for use in determining
a child's degree of bilingualism, the test may be used for this purpose--a useful and
needed additional benefit." Neither test, in fact, can usefully indicate a normal
bilingual child's developmental level in English acquisition.

Items in most of the discrete point grammar tests reviewed evoke a structured response
of some type. Some, such as the Michigan Oral Language Productive Test, the MAT-SEA-
CAL, and the Lanra4e Assessment Battery, offer a statement or question "cue," fol-
lowed by the beginning of a response sentence which students are expected.to complete.
This task seems to,decrease.the likelihood that responses will demonstrate relatively
unmonitored, spontaneous natural language production. Other tests, such as the

Moreno Oral English Proficiency Placement Test, the Ityin Oral Interview, the English
as a Second Language Achievement Tests, the Caso Test Tor Non-Eng1is1:8peaking Stu- .

dents, the Bilingual Syntax Measure, the Bahia Oral Language Test, apd the Oral Lan-
guage Dominance_ Measure, simply ask questions to whfCh students respond.. Certain
features in the design of these tests prevent many of the test items from eliciting
natural language.

Beyond the technical design Problems, the degree to which structured response items
wilt succeed in obtaining natural language depends not only on the content of ques-
tions asked, but on such difficult-to-control factors as the testing situation or the
skill of the examiner in creating a relaxed situation. The lefs test ifems resemble

ordinary conversation, and the more formal the testing situation, the mere likely it
is that student responses will reflect a high degree of self-monitoring. One conse-

quence of this formal, self-monitored situation might be to produce reticence or
anxiety on the part of the student and codsequently a poor picture of4anguage.abil:
ity. Another outcome might be that, in many caseS, the test could yield evidence
of learned grammar rather than the internalized, acquired language knowledge which
enables the student to use English for communication and letirning. Among discrete
point tests, the Bilingual Syntax Measure, the Bahia Oral Language Test, and the
Oral Language Dominance Measure appear to have a high potential, properly adminis-
tered, for eliciting natural language.

As we have tried to show, neither discrete point nor integrative testing has an over-
riding advantage over the other for purposes of assessing students' developmental
level of Englishlacquisition. Integrative testing has the virtue of elic.iting natural

.discourse, but in order to be diagnostic of language development, its scoring pro-
cedures would require a type of analysis of.the discourse which no test currently
incorporates. Discrete point testing can, ensure coverage of structures needed for
assessment, but often fails to educe the natural language which would reflect stu-

dents' placement in the developmental process. Both approaches, in principle, hold

potential for improvement in fUrther test development.
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Correspondence between Test Content
and Acquisition Order

Some structured-response, Noliscrete,point tests of grammar do seem to have potential

for eliciting natural language. In,evaluating these tests further, we need to ask
What correspondence exists between linguistic structures tested, and which ones indi-
cate the natural acquisition order of English (to the extent documented by research).

This is a crucial question to ask of any test claiming to be representative of Eng-
lish grammatical structure. The tests of this nature which we reviewed are all .

basedimplicitly orexplicitlyon some hierarchical list of supposedly representa-
tive grammatical structures or, in some cases, concepts. Such hierarchical lists
will claim to reflect one of two things: first, they may claim to represent the way
theynglish language really is, or second, they may correspond to.some artificial
claAification of English structure, such as'a specific instructional curriculum. In

evaluating a discrete pointAgrammar test, we have to consider what motivated the
selection of structure on the test (the content of its items) in order to'know what a
Score pn that test reveals about students% language ability. If the hierarchy of
structures on a test reflects the naturat.acquisition orderof English structure,
*then performance on the test will tell uS something about development in English. If
the test content does not reflect that 'order, we haVe to ask what it does tell us
about the student, and of what Value that information is. The following discussion
will illustrate these points'.

Items on the Moreno Oral English Proficiency Placement Test correspond in content and
sequence to a particular set of curriculum materials (available from the same company
which markets the test), but do not correspond to any acquisition order revealed by
language acquisition research. For example, research indicates that the plural
copula is a relatively early acquisi.tion, while possessives are acquired later. But.

on the Mbreno test, items to test pO;sessives occur early, while,items inducing,
the plural copula occur late, and the scoring procedure might prevent the child who .

Misses the possessives from ever getting to the copula items. Similarly, the Moreno
test sequences irregular past tenses before progressives, the reverse of the natural
order of difficulty. Students' scores on this test, then, will indicate place in the
particular curriculum or) which the test is based, but will not indicate much about
actual English proficiency. In the case of curricolum-based tests Iike'this, diver-
gence from the natural order of acquisition ista'problem properly located in the
curriculum rather than in the test.

For several tQsts (or the grammar sections thereof), such as the Ilyin Oral Inter-
view, the Caso Test for Non-English Speaking-Students, the Milwaukee English as a
Second Language Achievement Tests, or Language Assessment Battery, it iS not Clear
why the item content--or the weighting of different structures--is what it is. On
the Milwaukee ESL Tests, for example, over half the questions extract responses of

the form noun + be + predicate. Scores on this test willle determined In large

part by students' control of this particular type of structure, while control of

other aspects of grammar will not be indicated. On the Language Assessment Battery,
there are items which'elicit structures whose role in the system of English is rela-

L,---4Awtevely idiosyncratic, such as the prepositional phrase of + noun in the stimulus
se nce 'It is a telephone<booth full . Such an item, which does not indicate
control of any genval rule of the language, contributes little to an assessment of
proficiency.

..

Item§ oxt the MAT-SEA-CAL test also bear RO apparent relatlonship to the acquisition

order'ef English,. and' reflect no formally motivated analysis of the structure of
English.4., Items are designed to test skills in eight concept areas. Some of these.

concepts represent clusters of grammatical forms (e.g., temporality, including Verb

tense anct,aspect), while otherS seem to bb semantic or cognitive categories (e.g.,
classification or identification), which are not grammatically motivated. Scores

4
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which are categorized in terms of these concepts will indicate very little about
students' control of English structure.

Item content on the Michigan Oral Leniwage Productive Test appears designed to pro-
vide coverage of known.features of nonstandard varieties of English, particularly
Black Vernacular English). For example, one category of items tests for double
negative; if the test were truly intended to reveal the English.profiAency of non-
native speakers, there would be no reason to test for this kind of linguistic feature,
because there is no developmental stage in the acquisition of English which is char-
aeterized by the presence of double negatives. This is, rather, a feature of the
nonstandard dialect of English spoken by many persons with native proficiency.
This assessment of the Michigan test is borne out by the scoring procedures, which
give credit to specified-standard English responses, lumping together nonstandard
and other responses: This test, in bther words, equates those whose responses reflect
native proficiency in a nonstandard variety of English with non-native speakers of
English whose responses indicate they are in the process.of acquiring English as a
second language. Yet, the knowledge of English is fundamentally differentquali-,
tatively and. quantitativelyin these two cases. The Michi an test will reveal little
about the developmental stage of students acquiring English as a second.language.

The content of the Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM),,the Bahia Oral Lanluase Test
(BOLT), and the.El Paso Oral Language Dominance Measure represents a number of Eng-
lish structures for which some order of difficulty has been established by research.
To this extent, then, there is a good rationale for the claim that these tests assess
English proficiency. In the BSM (remarks here refer to the "hierarchical .scoring .

method") and BOLT, -however, scoring procedures introduce some possibility that the
tests might fall short of that goal. In these tests (as well as in the El Paso test),
each item is designed to elicit an utterance which will contain a particular type of
structure--the tatget.structure for that item. Responses are acceptable if they are
grammatical and,appropriate in the context of the given cue question. In the BSM
and BOLT, different subsets of items are taken to represent different levels oriiro7
ficiency. Thus, students' proficiency levels according to the test depend not on a
numerical total of acceptable responses, buton performance on the specific subsets
of items. The rationale for this is that the target structures for the items'are
located at different potints in the acquisition hierarchy, so that students' perfor-.
mance on certain items will indicate placement in the developmental sequence.

This procedure rests on two assumptions, neither of which seems entirely safe to
make: (a) each item will, in fact, elicit its target structure (rather than an
acceptable response which does not contain the target structure) and (b) if responses
to an item are unacceptable, this will be because the target structure, rather than
some other part of the response, is ill formed.. If either of these assumptions fails
'to holdwhich must sometimes be the case--the scoring procedure will be robbed of
the basis for'relating scores on specific items to proficiency levels.

A further problem with these tests is that they place a very heavy reliance on the
details of the acquisition hierarchy which they are designed to represent. Some
investigators would argue that it is premature to trust the research results/on
'acquisition sequence beyond a certain level of detail. Furthermore, these tests
make the implicit claim that the acquisition hierarchy that has been uncovered is
generalizable to every child learning English. They do not allow for the possibility
that there may be individual variation within thd general acquisition sequence.

The El Paso test yields a score which represents the numerical total qf acceptable
responses. In this, it avoids problems discussed above, but perhaps at some cost of
diagnostic potential. Translation of scores on the El Paso test into proficiency
levels is based on statistical analysis of scores from a local field test population,
and this analysis' would have to be repeated for other local populations before the
test could be used to provide proficiency level data in other locations.
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Part Two
CATALOGUE OF TESTS.

4

Part Two is an alphabetical catalogue of the 38 tests reviewed.* It provides certain
general information about each test and adds some evaluative comments which may not
have'been covered in Part One. It also serves as an index to PareOne; citing where
a particular test,is discussed or where examples drawn from particular tests are used
to illustrate issues in language proficiency. In cases where a test'was not'men-
tioned in connection with a particular topic, the index references the discussions
that are useful for evaIuating,the test. Readers wfio are considering using any of
these tests should consult these sections.

Additionally, the catalogue contains information abo,what the test is intended
to Amasure, either as stated in the test's technical:materials or, if not statea, as
we determined it through analysis of the test. A statement of what tasks are actu-,
ally required of-people taking the test (e.g., answering questions, pointing at pic-
tufes, performing commands, etc.) is also provided.* We believe that it is essential
to,know these details in order to get an idea of what the test iS like, and what it
would be like to administer the test in.an educational setting.

4

Information about the ekistence 9r outcome of experimental:studies of reliability
and validity for each test has not been included. We have also not included any
judgments about .the acceptabil4y.or unacceptability of any test, either in general
or with respect to particular topics of interest, such as cultural fairness, layout '

and design, age/grade appropriatenesp, ease ofiodministration, or cost econOmy.
These iSsubs we consider to be beyond ihe scope of Ole present review, and we believe .

that categorical judgments of acceptability in the absence'of any explanatpn cannot
be fegarded as very useful or trustworthY information. Technical and statistical
data, results of experimental fleld testing, and judgments concerning various aspects
Of overall acceptability are available in a number of previously published eest cata-
logues anereviews. Some of those publications** now available are:

Backer, Thomas E. A Directory of Infofmation an Tents (TM Report 62). ERIC Clear-
inghouse-on Tests, Measurement and Evaluation, 1977. ED 15.2 802_

Bye, Thomas T. Tests that Measure tanguage Ability. Berke116, CA: BABEL/LAU Center,
Berkeley Unified School astrict, 1977.

;-;

iThe publication Tests that Measure Language Ability contains information about what
each test measures and what tasks 4re required. We acknowledge theirlead in our
decision to provide this,information in our own review.

**Thlse catalogyes vary Widely in terms of the type and amount of information they
,"offer; some will be more informative and useful than others to school personnel
faced with the task of seleCting among tests. The list is presented here for infor-

.

mati7e purposes only, and inclusion of any publication on this list does not,becee-
sarily reprabent An endorsement or recoMmendation of t'hat publication 11 the present
authors. ) 4
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California Association for Bilingual Education.. A quilitative Review of Instruments.,
Used in Bilingual Education Programs in California. San Jose, cA: Test Evalu.
ation Conference, AprIl 1076.

Grommon, Alfred H., ed. Reviews of Selected Published Tests inEnglish. Urbana,
IL; NatiOnal Council of Teachers of English; 1976. ED 120 732

Locks, Nancy, Barbara A. PletCher, and Dorothy F. Reynolds. Language Assessment
Instruments for 'Limited-English-Speaking Students: A Needs Anarysis. Wáshihg-
ton, DC: NatiOnal-TlistItute of Education, 197A. 1M6 163 062"

011er, John W. and Kyle Perkins. Language in Education: Testing the Tests. Rowley, '

MA: Newbury House, 1978.-

Pletcher, Barbara and others. A Guide to Assessment InstrUments for Limited-Eng-
lish-Speaking Students. New Yoik: Santillana lublishing Company, TPA.

Savard, Jean-,Guy. Analytical Bibliography of/Language TeSts. 'Qufibec: Les Presses
de l'Universit6 Laval, 1977. ED 032.540

Sirverman, Robert J., Joslyn K. Noa, and Randall H. Russell. Oral Language Tests
for Bilingual Students: An Evaluation of Language Dominance and tiroficfencr
Instruments. Portland, OR:, Northwest Regiopal Educational Laboratory, '1976.

ED 129 099

BAHIA ORAL LANGUAGE TEST

AUTHORS:_

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1976

TEST INTENDS
'TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
-PART ONE:

r.

Sam Cohen, Roberto Cruz, Raul Bravo

Bay Arei Hispano Institute for Advancement (BAHIA, Inc),
PO Box 9337, North lierkeley, CA 94709

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades 7-12

Oral proficiency by testing control of specific grammatical
structures

Students answer examiner's questions about pictures

Ellipsis and Complete Sentences; Identical Items in 'TWo Lan-
guages;piscrete Point vs. Integrative Testing; Correspondence
between Test Content and Acquisition Order

BASIC INVENTORY OF NATURAL LANGUAGE

AUTHORS:. Charles H. Herbert

AVAILABLE FROM: CHECpoint Systems, 1558 N. Waterman Ave, Suite C, San Bernardino,
CA 9240*

4 AGE/GRADE LEVEL: preschool-adultDATEe 1977

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

,

Fluency (tot0 number of words used); level of complexity (command
of linguistic structures, 'Including sentencet, modifiers, phrases,
and clauses)

Students describe or tell a'story about a.picture, producing an
extended sample of connected speech (the gample should be'produced
in a conversational contextjor interchange With other students)



INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Notions of Linguistic Complexity; Counting Linguistic Elements;
Ellipsis and .Complete Sentencesi Identical Items in Two Languages;
Discrete Point vs. Integrative Testing

Re Linguistic Complexity: A."Grammatical Index" serves as the
basis For one o? tWe scores on this test, and Mikes certain com-
mitments about the relative complexity of variouslinguistic forms.
The relative Weigh6 assigned do not seem to'be well motivated,
either from the paint of view of linguistics or second language
acquisition. k

BILINGUAL SYNTAX MEASURE

AUTHORS: Marina K. Burt, Heidi C. Dulay, Eduardo Hernfindez-Chtivez

AVAILABLE FROM: Test.Department, Harcourt, Brace, JovanOvich, Inc, 757 Third Ave,
New rork, NY 10017'

DATE: 19.75

TEST INTENDS,
.TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-2
'te.k

Control of specific gwa6t4ocal structures related to the, acquisl-
iion sequengelm English grammar

Students answer examiner's questions about pictures

Ellipsis and Complete Senterices; Identical items in TWo Languages;
Discrete Point vs.'IntegratiSte Testing; Correspondence between.Test

' Content and Acquisition Order

BROOKS COUNTY LANGUAGE USAGE INVENTORY

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: None

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Brooks County Independent School District, Falfurrias, ,T1 78355

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: Not indicated

General comprehension; language preference (in particular social
situations); vogabulary

Students answer questions About themselves, the examiner's actions,
and the language used or preferred,in irarious social situations;
students.point to pictures in response to the examiner's instruc-
tions

Self-Reported Data; Understanding the Test Task; Identical Items
in TWo Languages

Re Understanding the Test Task: Ili this section, we criti-
cized some tests for implicrtlrassuming that all students will
have an explicit awar'eness that a certain way of speaking is called
"English," while a different way is called "Spanish." The Inven-
tory recognizes this and recomnends somb preliminary discusiMito
ensure that students understand when the examiner refdrs to English
and/or Spanish.

CASO TEST FOR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING STUDENTS

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

'AdOlph Caso

Adolph Caso, Waltham Public Schools, WalthamA MA 02154

dip
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4o.

DATE:- 1975

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

A0E/GRADE LEVEL: grades 3-8

Phonetics and spelling; vocabulary; reading and listening compre-
hension

Wrfting letters and words from dictatfon;. identifying synonyms,
antonyms, and related words; multiple-choice questions about a
reading passage; multiple-choice questions about a dictated passage

Tasks that.quire Literacy Skills; The Value of Vocabulary Tests;
Measures of Linguistic Creativity; Ellipiis and Complete Sentences;
Metulinguistic rhstructions; Discrete Point vs. rntegrative Test-

1;

ing; Correlpondencd between Test Content and A uisition Order
Re Literacy Skills: Two parts or the te require literacy

skills in addition to oral English proficiency. Part I (phonetics)
requires students to wri letters and spell words from dictation;
Part II (comprehensiom re u es students l'o,read words and iden-
tify synonyms and.antonyms om written lists.

Re Metalinguistic Instructions: Spelling.ability and tile
recognition orsynonyms and antonyms are skills that.afe ba4"ed on
an explicit analysis's of language rather than skills that properly
oon4titute_language proficiency. These are metalinguistic tasks.

COMPREHENSION OF ORAL LANGUAGE

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: None

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

. TASKS INVOLVED:.

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Not.inditated

Guidance Testing Associates, St. Mary's University,12700 Cincinnati
Ave, San Antonio, TX 78284

AGE/dRADE LEVEL: Not indicated

Comprehension of words and certain grammatical structures

Stud6hts identify pictures corresponding to words and expressions
presented orally by the examiner

Tasks that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test; Missive Comprehension;
The Value of Vocabulary Tests; Discrete Point vs. Integrative'
Testing

Re Tasks that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test: Students identify
pictures corresponding to sentences.sOoken by the.examiner. .0n
many of these items, students can identify the-correct picture by
understanding only a word or two, and need not understand the
wholes-sentence. It is notscertain that such items tesf sentence
comprehension; rather,.they may tap only vocabulaiy knowledge.

Re Discrete Point vs. Ifitegrative Testing: See egpecAally the-
discusgion in flas section regarding the inadequacy of aural com-
prehension tests for indicating students'.deivelopmental level of
English hcquisition.

CRANE ORAL DMAINANCE TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAiLABLE FROM:

Barbara J. Crane

Crane Publishing,Co, (1301 Hamilton Ave, PO Box 3713, Trenton, NJ
08629

,
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DATE: 1976 (reviewed) AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 4-8 years
1978 revision available

TEST INTENDS Dominant, internal language; memory for English ond Spanish vocabu-
TO.MEASURE: lary items

TASKS INVOLVED: Examiner orally presents a list,of bight words to students, four
in English, four in Spanish; students recall as many words as pos-
sible in either lapguage

Tasks that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test;Mimicry; Understanding the
:rest Task; Metalinguistic Instructitios

Re Mimicryi The memory task.imposed by this test recluires stU-
dents to repeat words spoken by the examiner. Students usually are
able to remember more words in a given language if they understand
the words;-however, the ability to mimic words, without necessarily
understanding them, cannot be ruled put as a factorraffecting per-
formance on this test.

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

DEL RIO LANGUAGE SCREENING TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE PROM:

DATE: 1975

TEST ATENDS
TO MEASURE: .

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

I.

Allen S. Toronto, D. Leverman, Cornelia Hanna, Peggy ,Rosenzweig,
Antoneta Maldonado

Not indicated

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 3-6 years
4

Receptive vocabulary; sentence repetition,or memory; comprehension
of oral commands; story comprehension -

Students identify pictures corresponding to wor6 presented orally;
the examiner pregents a series of sentences of appro imately eqUal
comple4jty, but incteasing length, and students reca 1 and repeat
the senTences;.students perform,oral commandsTresen ed by the
examiner; the examiner reads orally a series of five tatorles
increasing in length and complexity., and sUidents

.&

er questions.
1!))presented orally after each stdTy

Notions of Linrguistic Complexity; Mimicry; The Value f Vocabulary
Tests; Ellipsis and Complete Sentences; Discrete PolAn vs. Inte-
grative Testing

Re Ellipsis and Complete Sentence's: In'scoring she "Story
CoMprehension" subtest, normal, efliptical answers to examiner's
questions are counted correcto This.test avoids the e rors pointed
out in this section.

ENGLISH AS A gECOND LANGUAGE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS-ILEVEL I

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: Z978

XI

TESTANTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

/

Helen MCGuire, Susan Rao

MilWaukee Public Schools, Department of Eduoation.Resea.Ch and
Progam Assesiment, PO,Drawer 10-K,.Milwaukee, WI 55201

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-12 (listening and speaking)
grades 6-12 .(readingand writing)

Listening comprehension, correct pronunciation and intolation;
reading (not reviewed); writing (not reviewed)

StUdents identify pidtures corresponding-6 sentences an

1 39
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INDEX TO
PART ONE:

4

A '

FLEXIBILITY TEST' TO MEASURE pOMINANCE IN SPANISH-E4GLISH BILINGUALS

IAUTHORS: Gary D. Kellr

-k. AVAILABLE FROM: Educational Testing Service, ETS Test Collection, Princeton, NJ
08540 (microfiche)

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades 5 and 6

(sequences of several'sentonces) presented orally; students repeat
words and sentences presented orally hy the examiner; students
answer personal and general quest ns,

Tasks thaf Reduce to a Vocabul y Test; Mimicry; Passive Compre-
hension; The Value of Phonol gy or Pronunciation Tests; Counting
Linguistic Elements; Ellipsi and Complete Sentences;-Discrete
Point vs. Integrative,Testi
and Acquisition Order

Re Passive Comprehension: Withlistening comprehension tasks
in which students do not actually produce speech, it is often
difficult to claim that.certain test items really test students'
understanding of a particular grammatical structure; understanding
one or a few words is often sufficient to get items correct.

Re The.Value of Phonology or Pronunciaiion Tests: The "Speak-
ing" subtast requires repetition of words or sentences spoken by
the examiner, and is scored far cortiect pronunciation. This test

is subject to the criticisms we preiented in this section.
Re Counting Linguisiip Elements: The sentence 'repetition

tiisk on the "Speaking" subfest is.sCored in part by counting the
number of syllables students'produce and matching it with the
number of syllables in the test sentence. It is unclear what can
beriin'ferred about language proficiency from students' ability to
match the number of syllables in a spoken sentence.

; Cor5espondence between TeSt Content

DATE: 1974 :

TEST INTENDS
TQ MEASURE:I,
TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

4.

Spanish-English dbminance

Students are.given a nonsense sequence of eight letters and asked
to.construct as many words as possible from those letters, first
,in Spanish; then in English; this is repeated five times with dif-
ferent letters

Tests that Require Literacy SkillS; Tasks that RedUce to a Voealzu-
lary Test; Understanding the Tpst Task; Metalinguistic InstructiAns

., -Re Literacy Skills: The format of this test--spelling words
from scramble& letters--is heavily dependent on literacy skills
in addition to linguistic proficiency.

Re Tasks'that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test: Beyond reading
and spelling 'ability, the one linguistic skill tested is vocabulary
knowledge; compare other kinds of test tasks that also reduce to
vocabulary tests as discussed in this section.

Re Understanding the 7est-Task: The scrambled letter task
is a kInd of language'game.only indirectly related to ordinary
language use. If bilingual students score-low on both English
and Spanish, one reasonable explanation would be that they have
not understood the rules of the game being played.
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HARRIS ARTICULATION TEST

AUTHORS: , Oil Harris

.AVAILABLE FROM: Educational Testing Service, ETS Test Collection, Princeton, NJ
08540 (microfiche)

DATE: 1974 AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades preK-2

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Pronunciation

Students name objects represented in pictures, producing particular
sounds in initial, medial, and final positions

Tasks that Reduce to a 'Vocabulary Test; Mimicry; The Value of
Phonology or Pronunciation Tests; Metalinguistic Instructions

Re Tasks that Reduce to a VopabUlary Testi: Although this is
graded as a pronunciation test,'there is also a vocabulary comp°.
nent to it. Students must name pictures of objects; if the English
hames of some of the objects are not known, the test will be unable'
to assess whether certainjounds in certain environments can be
pronounced. 'On the othef-hand, the method of naming pictures does
avoid tke problem of mimicry,'which pronunciation tests often
encounter.

HAYWARD LANGUAGE.DOMINANCE INDICATOR

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: None

TEST INTENDS'
TO MEASURE:7

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE: \

Office'of Bilingual Multicultural Education;'Educational Services
Divivtion, Hayward Unified'School District,,

Wayward Unified School DistriCt, PO Box 5000, Hayuard, CA.04540

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades 1-6

Vocabulary; language use in particular social situations

The examiner mentions a lobation, and students thihk of objects
found that location; students answer quest'ions about what lan-

IC
guage tiey.uSe with various family members and in certain social

I
situati. ns

Self-Reported Data; The'Value of Vocabulary Tests; Counting Lin-
guistic Elements; Identical Items in Two.Languages

Re IdentiQ4J Items in Twojanguages; On the vocabulary sec-
tion of fhis test, students preduce a-list of obj-ects found in
varioUs locations7-in fhe kitchen, in the street--first in Spanigh,
then in Eneigh. As argued here in Part One, it is unnatural from
the point of.ilew of ordinary language use to ask someone to repeat
the sanie information twice.

ILYIN ORAL INTERVfEW.

AUTHORS: Donna Ilyin

AVAILABLE.FROM: Newbury House Publishers, 54 Warehouse Rd, Rowley, MA 01969

DATE: None AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 12+ yearg

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE: Oral English production



TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Answering,(and asking) Questions about a series of pictures; use
of specific words or structures is sometimes required

Measures of Linguistic CreatArity; Understanding the Test Task;
Ellipsis and Complete Sentences; Metalinguistic Instructions;
Discrete Point vs. Integrative Testing; Correspondence between
Test Content and Acquisition Order

JAMES LANGUAGE DOMINANCE TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1975

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Peter James

Learning Concepts, 2501 N. Lamar, Austin, TX 78705

_AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K and 1

,Vocabulary comprehension; vocabulary production

Identifying pictures corresponding to words presented orally by
the examiner; naming objects or activities represented in pictures
pointed to by the examiner

.The Value of Vocabulary Tests; Metalinguistic Instructions;
Identical Items in TWo Languages

Re Identical Items in Two Languages: This test requires stu-
dents.to identi6, pictures and name objects in English and Spanish.
The same pictuies are used for both languages, but not in the.same
order. The criticisms regarding duplicate items in two languages
apply to this test.

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT BATTWZY

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: None

-TEST INTEND6
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

.

Office of Educational Evaluation, New York City Board of Education

Houghton-Mifflin Co, Test Department, 777 California Ave, Palo
Alto, CA 94304

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-2 (Level 1); grades 3-6 (Level 2);
grades 7-12 (Level 3)

.

Speaking; listening; reading (not reviewed); writing (not reviewed) .

Answering personal questions, naming body parts touched by exam-
iner, naming objects in pictures; identifying body parts named
by the examiner, identifying pictures of objects named by the .

examiner (Level 1); answering the examiner's question, or completing
the examiner's probe sentences about pictures (Levels 2 and 3);
identifying'pictures of objects named by. the examiner (Levels 2 and
3); awing three pairs of word,s, identifying the one pair pronounced
exactly the same (Levels.2 and 3)

Tasks that Reduce to a'Vocabulary Test; Passive Comprehension; The
Value of Vocabulary Tests; The Value of Phonology Or Pronunciation.
Tests; Ellipsis and Complete Sentences; Discrete Point vs. Inte-
grative Testing; Correspondence between Test Content and Acquisi-
tion Order

Re Passive Comprehension: On the Level I test, all the items
requirliii students to speak require only single-word answers. All
the items that attempt to assess students' ability to understand
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grammatical structure are listening items in which students iden-
tify pictures corresponding to what the examiner says. Thus, the
test depends on evaluating passive listening comprehension in
assessing students' control of grammatical structure. Levels 2 and
3 include speaking tasks which require.production of extended
expressions and grammatical structures, ahd so are not subject to
the same criticisms covered in this section.

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT SCALES

AUTHORS: Sharon E. Duncan, Edward A. DeAvila

AVAILABLE PROM: DeAvila, Duncan and Associafes, PO Box 770, Larkspur, CA 94939

DATE: 1977 (Level 1) AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-5 (Level 1); grades 6+ (Level 2)
1978 (Level 2)

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Perception and pronunciation of English sounds; vocabulary;
sentence comprehension; oral production (paraphrase)

Students identify pairs of words presented ora,lly as being the
same or different;..students name objects represented in pictures;
students repeat words and sentences presented orally; students
identify pictures corresponding to sentences presented orally;
students repeat and paraphrase an orally presented story describing
a series of pictures

Tasks that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test; Mimicry; Passive Compre-
hension; The Value of Vocabulary Tests; The Value of Phonology or
Pronunciation Tests; Discrete Point Vs. Integrative Testing

'LANGUAGE DOMINANCE CRITERIA

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: None

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

Fernando Canedo, David. Gustafson, Am6rico L6pez-RodrIguez

Oilingual-Bicultural Education Program, California State Univer-
sity, Fullerton, CA 92634

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K and 1

Language spoken by.students and their family members; speaking
ability, fluency and grammar

TASKS INVOLVED: Students answer questions about what language they speak with
particular family members and about what language family members
speak most; students answer personal questions, and, if short
Answers are given, the examiner.asks further questions about what

; students have said

.Self-Reported Data; Identical Items in Two Languages; Discrete.
Point vs. Integrative Testing

' Re Identical Items in Two Languages: The test includes a
sociolinguistic questionnaire, which sfudents answer in Spanish
if they are able to do so, and a performance section in which
students answer discussion questions in Spanish. They later
answer similar questions in English. Since the questions are not
simply translations, the test avoids the unnaturalness of making
students answer the same question twice.

Re Discretp Point vs. IntegYative Testinit: See especially

....

the discussion f this test here.

INDEX TO
PART ONE:
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LANGUAGE DOMINANCE SURVEY

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1974-75

.TESt INTENDS
TO NEASURE:.

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

San Bernardino Bilingual Office

San Bernardino City Unified School District, 799 F St, San Bernar-
dino, CA 92410

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-1, 2-4, 5-7, 8-12 (separate forms)

Listening and' speaking (K-1); for all other forms, listening com-
prehension; speaking proficiency; reading comprehension (not
reviewed); wvating proficiency (not reviewed)

Students identify piCtures in response to sentences presented
orally and answer questions about pictures (K-1); students answer
questions and perform commands presented orally as well as answeY
personal questions and produce verbal responses td a command (2-4);
students perform commands presented orally, answer personal ques-
tions, and produce verbal responses to a command (5-7, 8-12)

Self-Reported Data; Identical Items in TWo Languages; Discrete
-Point vs. Integrative Testing

Re Identical Items in Two Languages: The listening and speak-
ing sections of this test are presented in English and Spanish.
The questions and instructions are different'in each language, so
the criticisms developed about dupliCate items are avoided.

LANGUAGE FACILITY TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1977

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

John T. Dailey,

The Allington Corp, 801 N. Pitt St, #707, Alexandria, VA 22314

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 2-15 years

Students' oral language ability; in particular, students are rated
on a developmental hierarchy of language ability which runs from
use of a'single word or two through use of sentences and descrip-
tions f various degrees of completeness, to telling a complete,
well-o 1 ganized, imaginative story, including implications, inten-
tions, and predictions e

Students tell a story lebout a picture; if response lags, prompting
is done; three stories about`three different pictures are collected

Notions of Linguistic Complexity; Measures of Linguistic Creativity;
Discrete Point vs., Integrative Testing

Re Notions of Linguistic Complexity: The scdring scheme for
this test is based on a nine-level scale of linguistic complexity
which is said to represent the levels through which a child pro-
gresses to reach linguistic maturity. It is. noi clear-what research

this hierarchy is based on. One problem is that the lower levels
appear to be measuring soiething very different from the higher
ones. Up to about Level 5; students' responses are judged accord-
ing to their formal characteristics: single word, complete sen-
tence, verb/of action, etc. In contrast, the highest levels (7, 8,
and 9) depend on what We might call "literary" properties of the
response: completeness, organization, imagination, and creativity.

Two Very different kinds of Complexity are involved.

I.
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LOS NIETOS SCHOOL DISTRICT LANGUAGH DOMIMANCE SURVEY

AUTIMS:

AVAILABLE PROM:

0
DATE: None

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Los Nietos School District

Jose Garay, Title VII Director, boos Nietos School District,
8324 S. Westman Ave, Whittier, CA 90606

AGE/GRADE'LEVEL: grades K-8
4

Language used by various fami members and in various social
situations; ability to produce and understand Engliih and Spanish

Parents ansWer questions about the language used by family members
in different situations; students answer personal questions and
perform actiVities directed by the examiner.

Self-Reported Data; Identical Items in Two Languages

MARYSVILLE TEST OF LANGUAGE DOMINANCE

AUTHORS:

'AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: .1977

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Eleanor Thonis

Marysville Reading-Learning Center, Marysville Joint Unified
School District, 1919 B St, Marysville, CA 95901

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K75

Listening comprehension; speaking; reading (no4eviewed);
writing (not reviewed);.cultural variables

StUtrents perform activities directed by the examiner; students
ahswer personal questions and perforeit.verbal task (counting);
information is gathered from schook records and from students
about what language is used by various family members, the location
of-students''homes, and student's' school history

Self-Reported Data; Identical Items FrINTwo Languages

MAT-SEA-CAL ORAL PROFICIENCY. TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1974

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Joseph H. Matluck4 Betty Mace-Matluck

Seattle Public Schools, 815 Fourth Ave North, Seattle, WA 98109.

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: il-ades K-4

Listening comprehension: .grammar, vocabulary;
speaking (repetition): pronunciation, grammar;

speaking: pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary

Students identify pictures corresponding to sentences or gro
of sentences spoken by the examiner; students repeat sentences
spoken by the examiner; students answer questions posed by the

examiner, who iirovides the first word or two of the desired
response

Tasks that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test; Mimicry; Passive Comprehen=
sion; The Value of Phonology or PronunciatiOb Tests; tIlipsis and
Complete Sentences; Identical Items in TwO Languages; Discrete
Point vs. Integrative Tes.ting; Correspondence between Test Content

and Acquisition Order
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Re Tasks that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test: In the "Listening
Compreiltensfonir Sect-ion, still-ants faenlity pictures corresponding to

the examiner's sentences. The problem with such tests, as argued
in this section, is that some items may not test sentence or struc-
ture comprehension, but simply vocabulary. This test does attempt
to distinguish for each item, whether that item tests vocabulary
'or some aspect of structure, but the information is not used in
scoring.

MICHIGAN ORAL LANGUAGE PRODUCTIVE TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1970

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

John C. Larson

Modern Language Association, Publications Center, 62 Fifth Ave,
New York, NY 10011 ,

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 4-6 years

Students' ability to produce standard English grammar and pronunci-
ation; the test is intended for speakers of ESL or for speakers of
nonstandard English dialects

Students complete statements begun by the examiner, describing
pictures; students answer questions about the pictures; students
ask questions when instructed to by the examiner; in.each case, the
examiner says the first word or two of the desired response

Ellipsis and Complete Sentences; Discrete Point vs. Integrative
Testing; Correspondence between Test Content and Acquisition Order

MORENO ORAL ENGLISH PROFICIENCY PLACEMENT TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1974

'TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:*

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Steve Moreno

Moreno Educational Co, 7050 Belle Glade Ln, San Diego, CA 92119 .

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 4-20 years

Placement and achievement with respect to a particular English
curriculum; also, overall English proficiency or degree of bilin-
gualism

Students answer questions posed by the examiner; students repeat
what the examiner says; students ask certain questions when the
examiner instructs them to (most questions concern a set of pic-
tures)

Mimicry; Inferring Lack of Control from Lack of Performance; Under-
standing the Test Task; Ellipsis and Complete Sentences; Identical
Items in Two Languages; Discrete Point vs. Integrative Testing;
Correspondence between Test Content and Acquisition Order

Re Mimicry: A few items on this test are essentially mimicry
items. For example, Question: Tell me that he is not A girl;
suggested answer: He is nOt a girl. Question: Tell me that you
don't want any candy; suggested answer:, I don't want any candy.
These items share a certain unnaturalness with the mimicry tasks
imposed on other tests. Normal conversation.does not include these
kinds Of questions.

Re Inferring Lack Of control from Lack of Performance: -To
get credit for a correct answer, students must produce the crucial
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portion of the suggested answer (the portion underlined in the test
booklet). However, for some items, a correct, appropriate, and
grammatical answer might fail to include what the item intended to
elicit. Under.these circumstances, we cannot conclude that stu-
dents do not control the expression being tested.

MORENO QUICK LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT INVENTORY

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1974

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Steve Moreno

Moreno Educational Co, 7050 Belle Glade Ln, San Diego, CA 92119

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-6

Students' language background for determining English/Spanish
dominance

Parents answer questions about the students' native language and
Alducation, about the language used at lime, and about parents'
irthplace and education

Self-Reported Data

NORTHWESTERN SYNTAX SCREENING TEST

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE PROM:

DATE: 1971

TEST INTENDS ,

TO MEASURE:

Laura L. Lee

Department of Communicative Disorders, Northweitern University,'
Evanston, IL 60201

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 3-8 years

Understanding and production of English speech soundsi vocabulary;
comprehension and production of English grammatical forms. .

[This test is intended as a screening instrument, for language
deilelopment in native English-speaking children. It is not
intended to provide a lihguistically detailed diagnosis or to
assess language development in bilinguals or speakers of nonstan-
dard dialects. However, "if an examiner woshed to know how well
the children of another dialect,group used standard American dia-
lect in reception and expression, it would be useful for that

.

ptirpose (Manual).1

TASKS INVOLVED: Stadents identify pictures correspondirw to sentences spoken by
the examiner; the examiner presents two sentences orally, points
to a picture, and students repeat the corresponding sentence

Mimi-cri; Passive Comprehension; Discrete Point vs. Integrative-
Testing

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

ORAL LANGUAle DoMINANCE MEASURE
4

Department of CurrN,Culum and Staff Development, El Paso Public
Schoo s

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:./ Primar Acquisition of Languages: A Dual language-Program, El Paso
' Public' chools, Department of Curriculum and.Staff DevelopMent, El"

Paso, TX 79998
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DAM 1978 AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-3 '

TEST INTENDS Grammatical and appropriate langutige use; total number of words

TO MEASURE: produced

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Students'answer questions posed by the examint!r abotit a set of
pictures

!Inferring Lack of 'Control from Lack of Performance; Counting Lin-
guistic Elements; Ellipsis and Complete Sentences; Metalinguistic
Instructions; Idehtical Items in Two Languages; Discrete Point vs.
Integrath're Testing; Correspondence between Test Content and Acquit
sition Order

ORAL LANGUAGE EVALUATION

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1977

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

'Nicholas J. Silvaroli, Jann T. Skinner, J.O. Maynes: Jr.

EMC Corp, 180 East Sixth St, St. Paul, MN 66101

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: Not indicated

Oral language ability (cn particular, students are rated on a
*hierarchy of language development that runs from simple labeling,
through mor(complex syntactic forms, to abstract story telling)

Students tell stories agaut two pictures; the examiner prompts if
necessary

Inferring Lack of Control from Lack of Performance; Understanding
the Test Task; Measures of Linguistic Creativit)% Discrete Point
vs. Integrative Testing

Re Inferring Lack of Control from Lack of PerformInce: On
this test, students iell.a'stoty witiCh is evaluated according to
in assumed developmental hierarchy presented.in the Teacher's Man-

ual. The kind of performance rated highest includes specitication .

Ur-cause and effect; mood, emotion, etc. Students' failure to
include these features in the steryllight result from factors other
than not being able to specify such features.

OTT TEST OF ORAL LANGUAGE: ENGLISH AND SPANISH

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: .1970

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO .

PART ONE:

Elizabeth Ott

Educational Testing Service, ETS Test Collection, Prin4eton NJ

08540 (microfiche),

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: Notjndicated 1

The pronunciation of English sounds, especidlly those that may be .

difficult for native Spanish speakers; the fluency4 intonation, and
granmatical complextity of,students' speech

Students,report sentences spoken by the examiner; students describe
pictures.

, .

Notions of Linguistic Complexity; Mimicry; Inferring Lack of Con-
trol from LaCk of Performance; Self-Reported Data; The Value of .

Phonology or Pronunciation Tests; Measures of Linguistic,Creativity;
pnderstanding the Test Task; Ellipsis and Complete Sentences;
Identical Items in Two LiTuages
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Re Measures of Linguistic Creativity: Some of the questions%
posed by the test require students to exercise some degree of
imagination in their answers. For example, stAlents are shown a

. picture of girls watching a game and must ansArr the question, Why
'- are the girls watching? Some students may not.be as.imaginative in
-their answers or as interested in the test task as others, and may
\not prodUce elaborate or linguistically complex.answers. According
to the scoring strategy, these students would not do as well on
these items.

PICTORIAL TEST OF BILINGUALISM AND LANGUAGE DOMINANCE

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1975

0

Darwin Nelson, Michael J. Fellner, C.L. Norrell

Texas Testing Services, Inc, 401 Poenisch, Corpus Christi, TX 78412

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades preK-2

TEST INTENDS Vocabulary; oral language ability, judged for grammatical correct-
TO MEASURE: ness and completeness

Students identify pictures in their choice of either English or
Spanish, and then are asked to identify the pictures in the lan-
guage they did not use the first time; students tell a story about

a picture, first in one language, then the other; probing is done,

if necessary

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART.ONE:,

e
The Value of Vocabulary Tests; Measures of nguistic Creativity;
Ellipsig and Complete Sentences; Metalingulst nstructions; '

Identical Items in-Two Languages; Discrete Point v . tegrative

Testing

ROBSTOWN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT ORAL LANGUAGE INVENTORY'

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM: .

DATE: 1070

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

.TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Irma Garcia, Charlene Washburn

Bilingluir"Education Program, Robstown Independent School,District,
101 West Ave E, Robstown, TX 78380

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-3

Language used or preferred in particular,social situations

Students answer questions about the language they prefer to use
with particular people and in partitular situations

tests that Require Literacy-Skills; Self-Reported Data

SHORT TEST OF. LINGUISTIC SKILLS

AUTHORS: Department of Research and Evaluation, Chicago hoard of Education

AVAILABLE FROM: Department of Research and Evaluation,.4itimo Board of Education,
Rm 215, 2021 N. Burling St, Chicago, IL 60641

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 8-13 years
c

'DATE,: 1976

4
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TEST INTHNDS
TOI'MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Listening; reading (not reviewed);.writing (not.
(I.

pViewed); speakinir-
1

Listening: students chqose wordsspoken by the examiner from a .

written"multiple-choice kist; write words; phrases, and,sentences
fromdictation34answer yes/no questions;.follow directions pre-
sented orally, many of which require writing. Speaking: students
answer personal and general questions; describe'objeCts and activ-
ities; answer questions about-Chicago; describe a picture in five
cogplete sentences ,

.
.

Tests that Require Literacy Skills; Notions of Linguistic Complex-
ity; Measures of Linguistic Cre

i

'vity; Ellipsis and Cbmplete
Sentences;. Discrete Point vS. rative Testing'

Re Measures of Lin uistic r tivit : 'In scoring the,speaking
Section, u gments must, .e a e a out pjor" and "minor" gram-
matical errors. No useful assistance is provided.for distinguish-a
ing between major,and minor errors,''Soge atteMpt Should be,made to
define what is considered,a major versus'a minor giammatical, error, .

and indeed what is considered a grammatical error. Many stylistic
and colloquiai deviations-from formally "correct" English.should
probably not be considered errors\for purposes of an English profi-
ciency test.,

.

,

SHUTT PRIMARY LANGUAGE INDICATOR TEST

,AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1976

D.L. Shutt

Webster Diyision, McGraw-Hill, 8171 Redwood Hwy, Novato, CA 94947 .

kAGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades IC-6 (liitening and'Yerbal fluency)
grade-s 3-6 (reading comprehension and grammar)

JEST rNTENDS Listening comprehensiOn; verbal fluency; reading comprehension and
. TO MEASURE: graggai (not reviewed)

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX.TO
PART ONE:

SKOCZYLAS ENGLISH

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1972

TEST INTENDS
X0 MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

, -

Students idatify pictures torreSpohding to what the examiner says;
students des6ribe pictures and answer specific questions'about them

Tasks thaVReduce to A Vocabulary,Test; Passive Comprehension;
Understanding the Test Task

Re Passive Comprehension: The "Listening CoTprehension" sec-
tion of this test seeks to test studefirs' proficiency without
actually making them produce speech.

PHONEMIC UNIT PRODUCTION TEST

Rudolph V. Skoczylas
In

R.V. Skoczylas, 7649 Santa Inez Ct, Gilroy, CA 95020

AGE/GRADE IdEVEL: 5-adult
c

orrect pronunciation of English speech sounds

Repeating sentences spoken.by the.examiner

Mimicry; Tasks ,that Reduce to a Vocabulary Test; The Value of
Phonology or Pronunciation Tests
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SKOCZYLAS 'HOME BILINGUAL USAGE ESTIMATE

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

RATE: 1971

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

Rudolph V. Skoczylas

R.V. Skoczylas, 7649 Santa Inez Ct, Gilroy, CA 95020

AGENRADE LEVEL: Not indicated

Students' lingui'stic background; language used by.students' varlous
family members

Adults answer question about language 111 between studerits and
family members and bet4en other family. mbers

,

INDEX TO
PART ONE: Data

SPANISH-E4NGLISH DOMINANCE AeSESSMENT TEST'

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DAT'E: 1972

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASUREv .

TASKS INVOLVED:

fNDEX TO
PART ONE:

Bernard Spolsky, Penny Murphy

Educational Testing Service, ETS Test Collection, Princeton, NJ
08540 (microfiche)

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades 1-2

Oral language production; vocabulary; use and understanding of
Eng4ish and Spanish in particular social situations

Students answer'personal questions, questions about their own lan-
guage use and understanding; name obActs that might b sund in

particular places; produce connected speech describi a p cture

-Self-Reported-Data; The Value of Vpcabulary Tests'; etalingu
Instructions; Identical Items in Two Languages

SPANISH/ENGLISH LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE SCREENING

AUTIJORS.:

AVAILABLE FROM:

DATE: 1976

TEST INTENDS
TO MEASURE:

TASKS INVOLVED:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

Southwest Educational Development Laboratory

CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, CA 93940

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: 4-5iyears

Oral language ability, judged according to number, length, and.
complexity of responses

Students answer personal questions; name objects; follow oral
directions; describe objects and pictures

Notions of Linguistic Complexity; Metalinguistic Instructions;
Identical Items in Two Languages; Discrete Point vs. integrative

.Testing
Re Notions of Linsuistio Complexity: As part of the procedure

'for determining language dominance, the'number,.lengtir, and com-
plexity of responses on the English section are comparedwith the
responses on tile Spanish section. No guIdelines are provided for
making this comparison. 'Judging the complexity of a responscOis
likely to be a difficult and subjective matter, and comparing the
complexity of responles in two different languages even more

Re Identical Items in Two Languages: Questions asked on each
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language section are parallel, but not mere translations. This
test avoids the unnaturalness of asking students thq same question
twice.

TEST OF GRAMMATICALLY CORRECT SPANISH/ENGLISH

AUTHORS:

AVAILABLE FWM:

DATE: None

TEST INTENDS
va MEASURE:

TASKS,INVOLVEp:

INDEX TO
PART ONE:

110

Las Cruces Public Schools

Margarita Opez de Mestas, Coordinator, Bilingual Education Proj.-
ect, Las Cruces Public Schools, 301 W. Amador Ave, Las Cruces, NM
88001

AGE/GRADE LEVEL: grades K-4

Correctness of grammatical form and spelling in a written story
(not reviewed); average oral sentence length, number of uncommon
words, total number of syllables used: grammatical complexity and
correctness; pronunciation

Students answer two questions in Spanish; then two different.ques-
tions in English; probing is done if nece§sary (oral test)

Notions of Linguistic Complexity; Inferring Lack of Control from

Lack.of Performance; The Value of Phonology or Pronunciatian,Testsi
Counting Linguistic Elements; Identical Items in Two Languages;
Discrete Point vs. Integrative Testing
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INDEX

BAHIA ORAL LANGUAGE TEST 29, 31, 36
BASIC INVENTORY OF NATURAL LANGUA07 18, 19, 22, 25', 27, 28, 36

MF

BILINGUAL SYNTAX MEASURE 23, 25, 29, 31, 37
BROOKS COUNTY LANgUAGE USAGE INVENTORY 127 13, 37

CASO TEST FOR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING STUDENTS 17, 22, 29, 30, 37
CHICAGO. Soo SHORT TEST OF LINGUISTIC SKILLS
COMPREHENSION OF ORAL LANGUAGE 28, 29, 38
CRANE ORAL DOMINANCE TEST 8, 20, 24, 38---

DEL RIO LANGUAGE SCREENING TEST 9, 10, 29, 39

EL PASO See ORAL LANGUAGE DOMINANCE MEASURE
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANgUAGE ACHIEVBMENT TESTS-LEVEL I 10, 22, 29 30, 39

FLEXIBILITY TEST TO MEASURE DOMINANCE IN SPANISH-ENGLISH BILINGUALS 25, 40

HARRIS ARTICDIATION TEST 10, 24, 41 .

HAYWARD LANGUAGE DOMINANCE INDICATOR 12, 13, 14, Is, 41

ILYIN ORAL INTERVIEW 17, 20, 21, 23, 29, 30, 41

JAMES LANGUAGE DOMINANCE TEST 14, 24, 25, 42 ,

LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT BATTERY 8, 14, 15, 23, 29, 30, 42
LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT SCALES 10, 11, 14, 2849, 43
LANGUAGE DOMINANCE CRITERIA 12, 28, 43 ,

LANGUAGE DOMINANCE INDICATOR see HAYURD
LANgUAGE DOMINANCE SURVEY 12, 27, 44

LANGUAGE FACILITY TEST 17, 18, 27,-8, 44
LOS NIETOS SCHOOL DISTRICT LANGUAGE DOMINANCE SURVEY 12 45-
MARYSVILLE TEST OP LANGUAGE DOMINANCE 12, 45
MAT-SEA-CAL ORAL PROFICIENCY TEST, 10, 23, 29, 30, 45
MICHIGAN ORAL LANGUAGE PRODUCTIVE.TEST 22, 23, 29,-11, 46

MI,LWAUKEE See ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAgE ACHIEVEMENT iiSTS-LEVEL I

MORENO ORAL ENGLISH PROFICIENCY PLACEMENT TEST 20, 21, 29,-30, 46

MORENO QUICK LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT INVENTORY 12, 47

NORTHWESTERN,SYNTAX SCREENING TEST 10, 29, 47

ORAL LANGUAGE DOMINANCE MEASURE 11, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 31 47

ORAL LANGUAGE EVALUATION 17,.27, 28, 43

OTT TEST OF ORAL LANGUAGE: ENGLISH AND SPANISH 9, 10, 11, 15, 22, 48

PICTORIAL TEST OF BILINGUALISM ANRLANGUAGE DOMINANCE 13, 14,,17, 22, 24,25, 27,

28, 49

a

ROBSTOWN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT ORAL LANGUAGE INVENTORY 12, 49

SHORT TEST OF LINGUISTIC. SKILLS 7, 22, 28, 49

SHUTT PRIMARY LANGUAGE INDICATOR TEST 8, 21, SO
SKOCZYLAS.ENGLISli PHONEMIC UNIT PRODUCTION TEST- 10, 15, 50

SKOCZYLAS HOME BILINGUAL USAGE ESTIMATE 12, 51

SPANISH-ENGLISH DOMINANCE ASSESSMENT TEST 12714, 26, 51
SPiNISH/ENGLISH:LANGUAGE PERFORMANCE SCREENING .24, 28, 51

TEFf OF GRAMMATICALLY CORRECT SPANISH/ENGLISH 11, IS, 19, 28,-52
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Cecilia Freeman-is a Research Associate at the .Center.for Applied Linguistics, where
she has worked on issues involving language in education. She is author of Readabil-
ity and-Text Structure: A Triew from Linguistics (Center for Applied. Llhguistics, 1978) .

and, with Thomas G. Dieterich, of the Arlington County Oral Production Test (Arling-
ion, Virginia Public Schools, 1978) and'other works in education and linguistics.

Thomits G, bieterich (Ph.D., Yale University) is Assistant Professor of English at .

Portland State University, Portland, Oregon. He is co-author, with Cecilia Freeman,
and,Peg Griffin, of Assessing Comprehension in a School Setting (Center for 'Applied_
Lingilist,ics, 1978) and of other works orOinguistics and on language and education.
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LANGUAGE IN EDUCATION: TIIEORY AND PRACTICE

Volume 1 (1977-78)

1. Directory of Foreign Language Service Orgahlzattons,.by Sophia Behrens. $3.95.
ED 153 503

2. The Linguist in Speech Pathology, by Walt Wolfram. $2.95. ED 153 504

3. Graduate ThesoN and Dissertations in English as_a_SecondjanguageL19767_7
_

Ste.Phen Cooper. $2.95. ED 153 505

4. Code Switching and the Classroom Teacher, by Guadalupe Valdes-FaMs.
ED 153-506

, by

5. CurrentApproaches to the Teaching of Grammar in*ESL, by David M. Da)vidsou;
$-2.95. ED 154 00

6. From the Community to the Classroom: Gathering Second-Lahgualp Speech Samvles,:
by haFEtra 1.T-reed. $2.95. 'ED 157-404

7. Kinesic and Crdss-Cultural Understanding, by ienelle G. Morain. $2.95..
tfl 157 4-65

8. New Perspdctives oh Teaching Vocabulary, by Howard H. Keller.

9. Teacher Talk: Lan'guage, in the Classroom, by Shirley B. Heath.

10. Language and Linguisrics:-4Bases for a Curriculum, by Julia S.
ED 158 576

$2.95. ED 157 406

$2.95. ED 158 575

Falk. $2.95.

11 Teaching Culture: Strate_gies and Techniques, by Robert C. Lafayette. $2.95.%
ED 157 407

12. Personality and Second Language Learning, by Virginia D. Hodge. $2..91.
ED 157 408

Volume 2 (1978-79)

o. 13. Games and Simulations in the Foreign Language Classroom, by Alice C. Omaggio.
$5.95.

14. Problems and Teaching Strategies in ESL Composition, by Ann Raimes. $295.

IS. Graduate-Theses and Dissertations in English as a Second Language: 1977-78, by .

gIephen Cooper. $1.9S.

16. Foreign Languages, English as a Second/Foreign Language, and the U.S. Multi-
national Corporation, by garianne Inman. $4.9S.

17. TestinY Oral Communication in the Foreign Language Classroom, by Walter H. Bartz:

18. Intensive Foreign Language Courses, by David P. Benseler and Renate A. Schulz.
$3.95.

19. Evaluating a Second Language Program, by Gilbert A. Jarvis and Shirley J. Adams.
$2.95.

.20. Reading a Second Language, by G. Truett Cates and Janet K. Swaffar. $2.95.

21.. Chicano English, by Allan A. MetcW.

22. Adult Vocational ESL, by Jo Ann Crandall. $5.95.

Volume 3 (1979-80)

23. A Linguistic Guide to English Ptdficiency Testing in Schools; by Cecilia Freeman
and Thomas G. Dieterich. $5.95.

Tb subscribe to the complete ser119s of publications, write to the Publications
Department, Center for Applied Linguistics, 1611 North Kent Street, Arlington,
.Virginia 22209. The subscription rate is $32.00'per volume. Titles may also be
ordered individually; add $1.75 postage and handling, Virginia residents add 4%
sales tax. All orders must be prepaid.


